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CHAPTER X

INTRODUCTION

i»l Scope of thesis.

The general object of the research was the study

of optically excited states in solids, using the phen¬

omenon of magnetic resonance induced in a system of

electron spins. Such a study requires population of the

excited state with irradiation of a suitable wavelength,

and detection of induced electron spin transitions

between Zeeman sublevels of the state. There are two

techniques which workers have used to detect such

transitions. These are:

a) Direct observation of the energy absorbed from

a radio frequency (r.f.) field when electron spin trans¬

itions are induced by the r.f. field. This is a well

known technique and, following common practice, the

technique} as well as the phenomenon^ will be (rather
loosely) called "electron spin resonance" (e.s.r.)
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throughout the thesis,

b) Observation of changes in optical properties

caused by induced electron spin transitions. This

indirect method of detecting the transitions will be

called "optical detection of e*s,r." or simply "optical

detection" throughout the thesis.

The thesis is essentially an experimental one and

careful attention has been paid to the development of

techniques. E.s,r. is now a relatively mature field of

study and most of the techniques have become standard,

A large part of the work described here involves the

extension and improvement of an e.s,r, spectrometer

although most of the experiments described in chapters

IV and V could have been performed with commercially

available equipment. Optical detection of e»s,r,, on the

other hand, is a relatively new and undeveloped field, but

is also of considerable interest, as a gain in sensitivity
4

of about 10 might be obtained. For these reasons it was

decided to venture into this field and, if possible, to

make a direct comparison between the two methods,

A study of techniques requires a suitable physical

system to provide comparisons. This thesis has developed
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into the study of a very specific physical problem,

namely the excited triplet states of the molecules tri-

phenylene and coronene at low temperatures. As a result of

this particularisation a fairly detailed discussion of this

interesting physical problem has been possible without

losing sight of the original intention to compare

techniques.

The present state of e.s.r. and optical detection

techniques, and the reasons for choosing to investigate the

triplet states of the above molecules, are briefly dis¬

cussed in the remainder of the chapter,

1,2 The e.s.r, technique applied to optically excited

states.

This section is intended as an amplification of what

was said tinder a) above, but a brief explanation of the

physical phenomenon of e.s.r, is also included.

Consider the case of a magnetic field (h) applied to

a free electron of spin 4"» There are two resulting energy

states separated by g (3 H , where g is a splitting factor

(—2) and 0 is the Bohr magneton. If an r.f, field of

energy hv is applied to the electron, there is a finite

probability of transitions being induced between the two
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energy levels, when the resonance condition

fcv = g 0 H 1*1

is fulfilled. Under normal conditions, there is a Boltz-

mann d istribution of population in the two levels in a

large aggregate of spinsj such a distribution results in

r.f. power being absorbed by the spin system at resonance.

Direct observation of this r.f« absorption is the usual

method u£©d to detect this resonance of the electron

spins. Fairly typical experimental values at resonance

are "9 == 10loc/s H* 3000 gauss.

Since about 1946 this phenomenon and this technique

have been the subject of a great deal of work, with many

reviews (e.g. ref, 1-3), books (e.g. 4-7) and conferences

(e.g* 8-9) on the subject, A large amount of information

about interactions between electrons and their sur¬

roundings has been obtained using this technique. In view

of the large amount of literature and the present advanced

state of development, a fairly detailed knowledge of the

terminology and the techniques of e.s.r, is assumed

throughout this thesis.

The maximum sensitivity of an e.s.r. detection

system, in the experimental conditions mentioned above,

is around lO"*"0 spins. The number of spins in an excited
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state is proportional to the number of quanta of the

exciting light (n) and the lifetimes of the excited state

(f). n has an upper practical limit of around 10 quanta

per second. ThusTmust be at least 10"^ sec, before e.s.r.

detection is possible ( in practice X must usually be at
••2

least 10 sec.). This is a severe limitation since most

excited states have lifetimes of the order of 10"* sec.

The study of optically excited states by e.s.r. was

attempted from the early days of the technique, but met

with no success until Hutchison and Mangum (10) observed

the excited state of an organic molecule. Several similar

molecules have now been studied in their excited triplet

state. The only other known observations of excited states

by e.s.r. have been made by Seidel on M centres in K CI (11)

and by Sabisky and Anderson in Dy++ in Caf^ (12),

1.3 Optical detection techniques.

In 19^9 Brossel and Kastler (13) suggested an

optical r.f. double resonance method, which has since been

widely used in gases (e,g,l4). This type of experiment is

typified by the work of Brossel and Bitter (15) on the

3 state of atomic mercury. When a magnetic field is

applied to this state, the degeneracy is removed and

each of the three sublevels emits light with
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a different type of polarization, see fig# 1.1# The

transitions from the AM = + 1 levels to the 'Sq ground state

are circularly polarized in opposite directions when

observed in the direction of the magnetic field; these

are denoted and , The transition from the AM m 0 level
ie

is linearly polarized in the direction of the magnetic

field and is not observed in the direction of the field.

In the experiments of Brossel and Bitter, the AM= 0 level

was populated with linearly polarized light of suitable

wavelength and an increase of d light was observed when

the resonance condition (equation l.l) was fulfilled by

an applied r.f. field.

The first application of this idea of optical

detection of e#s.r. to excited states in solids was in

1959» when Geschwind et al. (16) of the Bell Telephone

Laboratories studies the E ( E) state in ruby# This work

has been extended by this school using various techniques

to investigate the E C~E ) state of both Cr"*+ and Mn^+ in

AlgO^ (17# 18)# Electron spin resonance has also been
#|#

detected optically in the ground states of Eu in Ca F2

(19), neodymium ethyl sulphate (20) and F centres in

KBr (2l)# Margerie (22) has given a review of some of the

many possible optical methods which can be used to detect

e.s.r. These methods include Faraday rotation and
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absorption measurements as well as observation of the

emission* there is no one method which is accepted as the

most useful and a special technique has usually been

applied to each problem* However, the basic methods which

probably give the most detailed information about an

optically excited state in a solid are those described

by Geschwind et al, (17)• These two methods may be des¬

cribed with reference to fig* 1*1, if it is further

assumed that the populations in the three levels are

unequal off resonance*

In the first of these methods an individual Zeenian

component is monitored and a direct intensity change is

observed at resonance* This is only possible if the Zeeman

components are resolved. The other method involves moni¬

toring the polarization of the light emitted along the

direction of the magnetic fieldt The ratio /cfu changes
at resonance even if the Zeaman components are not resolved.

In solids the Zeenian components are usually unresolved

and the polarization detection method should have the

most general application in spite of the associated ex¬

perimental difficulties (see chapter VI),
% *

The intensity of any resonance signal is proportional

to the population difference between the energy levels
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involved. In a gas, e.g. Brossels experiment on mercury,

the time taken for the spin to change orientation (T^)
is much greater than the lifetime of the excited state (t).

Thus large population differences may be obtained in the

Zeeman levels by selective pumping. In solids ^

usually, and the population difference must be obtained

by thermal relaxation to a Boltzmann distribution. Low

temperatures are thus desirable to obtain favourable

population differences.

The main advantage to be hoped for in using optical

methods to detect e.s.r. is that easier detection should

result because of the higher energy of an optical photon.

The main disadvantages are > a) the lack of powerful

monochromatic light sources, b) the depolarization and

absorption of light by most media. The former disadvantage

should disappear in the next few years when a wide range

of lasers becomes available,

1.4 The particular problem chosen for study.

As explained in section 1.2, the study of optically

excited states is severely limited by the lifetime of the

excited state. As a result, the only extensive study of

optically excited states by e.s.r. has been in the triplet

states of organic molecules. The extent to which these
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states have been studied is indicated in chapter II.

Although a great deal of" work has been done on many

molecules in the last few years there has been no known

systtmatic study of randomly oriented molecules at

helium temperatures. No successful optical detection

experiment on these molecules has been reported, although

very recently de Groot et al. (23) have indicated that

such an experiment has been attempted.

Planar aromatic molecules have been the subject of

intense interest for many years. The physical properties

of these molecules are particularly interesting because

of the structure, which involves virtually delocalized IT

electrons. Modern theoretical techniques make increasingly

good predictions of the physical behaviour, and since one

of the most powerful tools for investigating weak inter¬

actions ( and hence theoretical predictions) is magnetic

resonance, the study of these molecules using e.s.r. is

a fruitful and interesting field. The prospect of optical

detection experiments in these molecules is very promising,

as a considerable amount of new information about many

energy levels and optical transitions will be obtained

if these experiments are successful.

In addition to the inherent interest, the study of
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excited triplet states appears ideal for providing a

direct comparison between optical detection and e.s.r.

experiments. The reasons for this are the long lifetimes,

the ease of preparation and the relatively well under¬

stood theoretical situation. The availability and ease
i

of preparation of a random orientation of molecules in

a rigid glass, compared to the more usual doped crystal

samples in e.s.r., is particularly useful. If such a

random orientation is used, the resulting analysis may

be more complex, but with the use of a high speed

computer this difficulty can be overcome (see chapter III).

The molecules triphenylene and coronene, which are

studied here, are planar catacondensed molecules which are

symmetrical about an axis normal to the molecular plane

(see fig. 3»l)» The symmetry of these molecules is

and respectively. This high symmetry leads to a

simplification in line shape simulations, for example

(chapter III), but the double degeneracy of some of the

orbitals may lead to theoretical complications e.g. in

the calculation of zero field splitting. Jahn-Teller

distortions, which remove this degeneracy, have been

suspected in these highly symmetric molecules. Triphenylene

and coronene are easily obtained, have long triplet life¬

times and absorb strongly in the near U.V. (see fig. 2.1)
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Tills means that it is relatively easy to obtain a

reasonable triplet state population on irradiation.

The obvious other member of the high symmetry family

- benzene - has not been studied here for experimental

reasons, namely an unfavourable absorption band and the

short lifetime of the lowest triplet state.
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CHAPTER II

THE EXCITED TRIPLET STATE OF ORGANIC MOLECULES

2,1 Introduction.

In this thesis not only the radiative transitions
i

between the Zeeman levels of the triplet state (e,s.r,)

but also the radiative transitions between the lowest

triplet and the singlet ground state are studied. These

two studies,especially the latter, have been discussed at

enormous length in the literature and it was felt that

some indication of this work was necessary here for the

sake of completeness. This chapter is a review but is in

no way an exhaustive study of the literature; only points

relevant to the subsequent arguments are discussed in any

detail. There have been three major reviews of the triplet

state in organic molecules, one by Kasha (24) in 1947,

one by Reid (25) in 1958 and one by Lower and El Sayed (26)

in 1966, Smaller (3) has also reviewed the e.s.r, study

of triplet states.

The first four sections of the remainder of this

chapter are largely independent of one another, but they

are all oriented towards the concepts and terminology
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used in the subsequent chapters. Section 2,2 is a general

discussion of the triplet state and the associated

molecular electronic processes. Section 2,3 is a brief

introduction to the notation and interpretation of the

optical opcctroocopy of aromatic hydrocarbonc, Section 2.4

is an introduction to molecular orbital theory methods;

this section was included, not only to introduce the

terminology but also to emphasise that a great deal of

the continuing interest in the e.s.r. work arises from

the comparison of the theoretical predictions and the

experimental results. Section 2.5 is a review of the

e.s.r. work on excited triplet states. The last two

sections are less general and deal specifically with

points which arise later in the thesis.

2,2 The phosphorescent triplet state.

a) Historical. Long-lived emission of light from

U.V. irradiated organic molecules in a highly viscous

medium was first observed by Schmidt (28) in 1846. In the

192o s a more extensive study was carried out by Vavilov

and others (29) and it was shown that the emission decay

usually follows an exponential law; In 1935 Jablonski (30)

proposed a three level scheme, involving a ground state (g)

an excited state (e) and a metastable state (p) to explain
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fluorescence and phosphorescence phenomena. He proposed

that fluorescence was produced by E->G emission and that

phosphorescence was produced by P-*G enission, This

scheme successfully explained some of the experimental

observations. In the early 1940s Lewis and his school

(e.g, 24) made a systematic study of many organic molecules

in various rigid media and made the proposal that the

metastable state was a triplet ( P^Tq ) and that the ground
and excited states were singlets (G=?-S0, ), Lewis'

proposal was strengthened by the measured increase of the

magnetic susceptibility of fluorescein in a boric acid

glass (3l)# Evans (32) also showed that the decay of

photomagnetism in several organic molecules corresponded

to the phosphorescence decay time. The last inconsistencies

of the Lewis theory, namely the slow T., —* yet fast

S.,-> T- conversions (apparently equally spin forbidden)
mJU JL

and the inability to detect e.s.r, in the excited triplet

state, were overcome in the late 1950s and the theory-

is now completely accepted,

b) Definition of triplet state.

Most molecules have a diamagnetic ground state

which, to a good approximation, consists of a series of

closed electron shells, each shell being made up of pairs
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of electrons with, antiparallel spins. If one of these

electrons is excited to a higher energy level, by U.V,

irradiation, for example, the Pauli exclusion principle

makes no demands on the orientation, and the electron

spin may be parallel or antiparallel to the spin of the

remaining ground state electron. These two possibilities

have a total spin of 1 or 0, corresponding to a para¬

magnetic triplet and a diamagnetic singlet respectively.

In the triplet state, electron repulsion prevents close

approach of the electrons, implying that the lowest

triplet state will have lower energy that the lowest

excited singlet state. This is in accordance with

Hund's rule.

Note: Ground state triplet states do not occur in

molecules with a closed shell ground state, since such

ground states have a symmetric space wavefunction; the

triplet spin function is also symmetric and a triplet

ground state would violate the rule which states that all

total wavefunctions must be antisymmetric.

c) Use of rigid media and the decay processes,

T -> S emission is usually unobservable when the
o o

molecule is in liquid solution. A rigid medium is necessary

to remove the excess vibrational energy of the molecule,



The Decay Processes

fig. 2.1
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so that it can reach the lowest vibrational levels of

the triplet state before emitting from the state,

(see fig, 2,l), The usual rigid medium used is a glass

formed by an organic solvent at low temperature e.g.

ethanol at 77°K, What is required of a rigid glass, is

that it removes the excess vibrational energy, but not

the electronic energy. Some removal of electronic energy

does take place and this thermal deactivation of the

excited states is denoted by processes 5 and 9 in fi ,2.1.

A rigid glass should also be transparent in the So-^S^,
and Tq-> Sq spectral bands, be chemically stable to U.V,
irradiation, be a good solvent and should be strain free

for polarization„studies,

Fig, 2,1 is a modern version of the Jablonski

diagram and some of the many possible excitation and

decay processes between the states (S^, T1, Sq etc.) are
shown. There are vibrational levels associated with each

state but these are only shown on Sq, Quenching by
heavy atoms, and T^~> S processes are negligible for most
solvents at low temperatures (26) and are not shown in

fig, 2,1, The processes denoted by wavy lines on the

figure are called "radiationless transitions"; these

transitions have recently been the subject of considerable
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tl

10 sec.

106 ••I
sec.

10
~1

sec.

interest (26). The various rate constants associated

with the processes 1, 2, 3 • • • are , k0, . . .

and in a rigid medium typical values are (33)

k^ ^ ky /v

k5 ~ k4 k^ '

k8 ~ k9 ~ kK.'
It may be noted that and have been drawn at

the same height; this is not coincidental, Pariser (33)

predicted certain degeneracies for upper triplet and

singlet states which lead to rapid crossing (k^) and
anomalously rapid S1~>Tq conversion by the paths 6 and 7»

The observed phosphorescence decay time is given by

~ = kg + kQ 2.1CF> 7

Xot the natural lifetime observed in the absence of

radiationless transitions, is l/kg or l/k in more usual
notation. The definition of k is as follows:

P

kp = A n2V2( g1/gu ) (£ d\l 2,2
where ^ is the centre frequency of the T,*- SQ absorption
band in wave numbers, j"s d v> is the integrated molar
extinction coefficient, g^ and g are the degeneracies
of the lower and upper states respectively and A is a

constant. The assumption has normally been that g. =1 and
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gu ss 3# but in a recent paper by Azumi et al. (3^-) the
value of 3 for g^ has been questioned. It appears that
the three triplet sublevels should not be considered

collectively in optical studies; each of the three spin

possibilities should be considered separately. This

aspect is very important in attempts at optical detection

ana is more fully discussed in chapter VII.

2.3 Optical spectroscopy of aromatic molecules.

Clar (35) and Klevens and Piatt (36) were the first

to observe family resemblances and regular patterns in

the absorption and emission spectra of aromatic hydro-

carbons. This led to many attempts to explain the observed

spectra by quantum theory. The conventional theoretical

model for conjugated organic molecules is one in which

the II electrons are assumed to be nearly completely

separated from the d electrons. This assumption was

further simplified by Piatt (37) by assuming that in

catacondensed systems, where all the carbon atoms lie

on the perimeter of the molecule, the II electrons move

in an orbital with a characteristic angular momentum,

as though in a circular potential. Piatt showed that an

electron excited from the upper filled, to the first un¬

filled shell leads to eight possible states labelled
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1 O 13* B . and 1 L , , where the letters B and L refera,b a,b*
to Plattfs "total ring quantum number",a measure of the

angular momentum; the superscripts indicate the spin

configuration and the sub—letters indicate the direction

of the transition moment from the ground state e«g, in

naphthalene the ground state -^*Ba transition has its

dipola moment across the molecule and the ground state

transition i3 along the molecule. In axially

symmetric molecules like benzene and triphenylene the

a and b states are degenerate* Piatt's notation is now

in very wide use amongst spectroscopists since it results

in similar states in different molecules having the same

designation c»f* group theory notation* The relation

between Piatt's notation and group theory is given in (37)*

Using the perimeter model Piatt was able to explain

many of the observed regularities and polarizatioi s of

of transitions in the spectra of many molecules. His

method obviously involves some drastic and unrealistic

approximations and it gives virtually no quantitative

estimate for the height of various levels, or for the

intensities of the transitions . More sophisticated

calculations have since been performed using various

quantum theoretical methods - predominantly M,G. methods
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(see next section), but the Piatt notation and simple

picture are still very useful in interpreting optical

spectra.

In fig, 2,2a the absorption spectra of benzene,

triphenylene and coronene are shorn, these are taken from

Clar's book (35)• It can be seen that, as the complexity

of the molecule increases, the absorption is shifted to

the red. It may also be seen that the spectra consist of

a series of steps, each step having vibrational structure,

Only the first step is shown for benzene, since most of

the absorption is in the extreme U,V. The step on the

left (high wavelength) corresponds to the first excited

state, the 'L^ level. Fig, 2,2 b is an extension of the
same scheme, showing the mean heights and the names of

the levels. The lowest triplet is generally accepted to
3

be the Lg^ level and is the only one shown here. The

theoretical calculations are those of Ham and Ruedenberg

(38) who extended Piatt's free electron theory to include

electronic interaction,

2,4 Molecular Orbital theory.

Molecular orbital (M.O,) theory is one of the two

approximate methods which have been used to investigate
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the electronic structure of atoms and molecules. In the

field of electronic excited states, it has recently

largely superceded its rival, the valence bond theory.

The fundamental assumption of the h.O. method is

that the electrons in a molecule are in orbitals which

extend over the atoms of the molecule. Each M.O, must be

orthogonal, normalised and be an eigenfunction of some

one electron Hamiltonian operator, 2n electrons are usually

assigned to n M,0,s, A complete solution is virtually

impossible in a complex molecule, and various approx¬

imations are usually made. Probably the beet known set

of approximations are those due to Htlckel (39) in which

a M,0, is represented by a linear combination of atomic

orbitals (L,C,A,0,) centred on the various atoms, i.e.

ft * l cip K 2-3
p

The coefficients c. can be determined using a
<t * ^

variational procedure. Usually the further assumptions

that f 0 0_ dv = (3 if p and q are adjacent atoms
3 P 'i PQ.

(otherwise zero) and 5 m f0 0 dv = S are made.
Jr H. I r i i *

The one elctron Hamiltonian is not specified in the

Httckel theory.

The Hilckel theory is found to be of considerable

value in interpreting ground state molecilar properties
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e»g» good theoretical estimates of e,s,r. hyperfine
afa obtained

structure/. However, the theory is very poor when dealing
with excited states, since no account is taken of electron

repulsion; this results, for example, in the erroneous

prediction that excited triplet and singlet states have

the same energy.

In the self—consistent—field theory developed by

Fock (40) and later by Hoothan (4l) (the SCF -LCAO-MO theory)

the complete Schrbdinger Hamiltonian for all electrons is

incorporated and variational procedures are again used to

minimise a set of chosen eigenfunctions, The electron

repulsion integrals in the theory are of the form

°pr, qs " jf *1 </*)£<*) *%.<»> -(f) «<*> M
= ( pr q s ) where 0 Or) is the orbital

P

of the electron at the p th atom etc. It is the evalu¬

ation of Gpr ^ g which presents the greatest difficulty
in calculations, G is a one-centre integral,

rr, XT

G is a three centre integral and so on. The complete
pr, ps

evaluation of all the integrals involved is usually too

laborious to try to predict all the molecular properties,

since it is necessary to consider very extensive mixing

of states (42) (configuration interaction). Pariser and
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Parr (43) and Pople (44) simplified, the Roothan scheme

by using semi empirical methods to evaluate some of the

integrals. For further details of these and other

methods see (27). All of these later methods include

configuration interaction. The position of the levels,

the intensities of the absorption and emission bands

and the polarizations of the transitions have now been

calculated quite accurately using these methods. More

recently the zero field splitting (Z.F.S.) parameters

of the triplet states, as measured by e.s.r., have been

calculated to give good agreement with experiment,

Z.F.S, parameters provide a particularly good test for

the wavefunctions and methods used in the calculations.

It is thus fair to say that an accurate theoretical

description of electronic structure is now possible. This

break-through in the last few years has been largely

due to the "brute force" calculations now possible on

high-speed computers. The study of the electronic struc¬

ture of Molecules by quantum theory is a very dynamic

one and many improvements in the calculations and

theoretical assumptions will no doubt be made in the

future.
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2,5 E,S«R, of triplet states.

Paramagnetic resonance was first observed (45) at

about the same time as Lewis' triplet state postulate and

was considered a suitable tool to investigate this state.

However, all attempts were unsuccessful until 1958 when

Hutchison and Mangura (10) observed e*s,r. signals from

oriented triplet naphthalene. The subsequent work may¬

be divided into that dealing with oriented and randomly

oriented molecules respectively,

a) oriented molecules.

This type of experiment was initiated by Hutchison

and Langum (10) who used a single crystal of dilute

naphthalene in durene. The naphthalene molecules thus being

aligned or oriented in a rigid medium. The observed an-

isotropy of around 2000 gauss was attributed to the spin-

spin interaction between the two electrons in the S = 1

state. The result could be explained in terms of the

following spin Hamiltonian

/ = g P H • S + DS^ + E ( ) 2.5

where D and E are zero field splitting parameters. Only

the relative sign of D and E could be determined from these

experiments which were conducted at 77°K, The g factor

was found to be virtually isotropic and equal to the free

spin value, Hyperfine structure was observed, the
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study of which was later extended by Hirota et al. (46),
to include the effects of deuteration. Hornig and Hyde (47)

carried out similar experiments to Hutchison and Kangum

at helium temperatures and were able to determine the

absolute sign of D and E. Other molecules which have

been studied in crystals include phenanthrene, quinoxalene

and quinolene but most of the e.s.r. work on excited triplet

states has now been done in a random orientation of

molecules. The oriented molecule method, however, is

still very useful in determining the basic line shape

and in measuring hyperfine structure,

b) Randomly oriented molecules.

About one year after the triplet state was first

observed by e.s.r., de Groot and van der Waals (48)
observed the "forbidden" AM = 2 transition in the triplet

states of molecules randomly oriented in a glass. This

was possible because the anisotropy of the AN = 2

transition is measured in tens rather than thousands of

gauss and because this transition is not very forbidden

at X-band. This discovery gave some impetus to the study

of triplet states because of the resulting experimental

simplifications. The root mean square Z.F.S. parameter

D (48) has been measured for several molecules (49).
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D and E can be measured separately by observing the

AM = 2 transition with the r,f. field parallel to the

steady d.c. field, but this is rather inaccurate and

difficult to do,

A further advance in the e,s,r, study of triplets

was the discovery by Yager et al, (50) that the .AM = 1

transitions could also be observed in a random orient¬

ation of molecules, although the intensity of these signals

is weak. The expected shape of the = 1 spectrum from

randomly oriented molecules is discussed in chapter III,

The absolute values of D and E have been determined from

A M = 1 spectra for some molecules but there has been no

known attempt to determine the relative sign of these

parameters from such spectra (apart from that described

in section 5»<~)* he Groot and van der Waals (5l) observed

a double quantum transition (see section 3*2). in addition

to the AM = 1 and /JM = 2 trans it ions^in a random orient¬
ation of phenanthrene,

Another interesting development in the study of

randomly oriented triplets is the investigation of the

e,s,r, spectrum after irradiation with polarized light.

This method is known as "magnetophotoselection" or simply

"photoselection" and has been discussed by Kottis and

Levebvre (52), Lhoste et al, (53) and El Sayed and
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Siegel (5*0* Information about the direction of the

dipolar electric transition moments with respect to the

magnetic axes of the triplet state may be obtained from

these experiments.

Other studies, which are related to e.s.r. studies

in random orientations are the temperature variation

of D* and the calculation of expected lineshapesj these

are discussed in section 2.7 c and in chapter XII respect¬

ively.

In the first three "Physics Abstracts" of 1967♦ four

separate e.s.r. studies of randomly oriented triplet

states (one of which was D.N,A.) have been x'eported. This

rate is fairly typical and demonstrates the continuing

interest in this field,

2,6 Some roblems related to an e.s.r, study of triplet

states.

a) Jalin~Teller_d is tortious. Jahn and Teller (55)
showed that a symmetrical,orbitally degenerate, molecule

is unstable, and distortion of the molecule is likely to

occur. The observation of anomalously large linewidth

in the e.s.r. spectra of the anions of the highly

symmetric molecules, benzene, triphenylene and coronene
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was attributed to such distortionsby Townsend and

Weissmann (56), A good test Tor symmetry in triplet states

is the absence of an E splitting (see section 2,7a) ,

De Groot und van der Waals (57) observed a distortion

of the triplet state of benzene; a marked temperature

dependence of the decay time ^pand the root mean square
Z,F,S, parameter was observed. Later the same authors

(53) extended the study of Jahn-Teller distortion to

the triplet states of several positive aro.natic ions,

Coulson and Golebiewski (60) have theoretically

investigated distortions in the aromatic molecules

benzene and triphenylene, Bowen and Brocklehurst (6l)

noted peculiarities in the high resolution spectra of the

phosphorescent emission of triphenylene and coronene which

implied a non-symmetric triplet state,

b) bgin-orbit coupling. The process kg in fig, 2,1
only occurs because there is some admixing of the states

Tq and Sq, i.e, the excited II electrons are not completely
separated from the remaining electrons or, in other words,

spin orbit coupling is effective. This coupling has been

shown theoretically to be very small in aromatic

molecules (62), Also from experiment k^A, 10 and kgA^io,
implying a small degree of mixing. This small spin-orbit
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coupling is confirmed by e,s,r, measurements, which

show that g in equation 2,5 varies little from the free

spin value ( < 0,5 )• There have been several attempts

to estimate the extent of the mixing of T and S in order
o o

to calculate the phosphorescent lifetime e.g. Harneka (63)

but the results are difficult to confirm as the effect of

radiationless transitions is difficult to estimate(since
such transitions depend on the environment^

The occurrence of T —>S transitions and the obser-
0 0

vation of hyperfine structure in aromatic molecules

emphasises that, although small, spin orbit coupling is

very important,

c) Sgin densities and h^perfine structure, Mc Connell
(6k) showed that the isotropic hyperfine interaction

between the II electrons and a given C-H fragment is pro¬

portional to the electron spin density on the carbo.i atom

i.e.

aN = ?N Q

where a^ is the hyperfine splitting (H,F,S») parameter,
is the spin density and Q is a proportionality constant,

found empirically to be about—63 Mc/s (or 22,5 gauss).

Note that the hyperfine interaction is very small

compared to the dipole-dipole interaction which gives

rise to D and E,
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In the simple Httckel theory, the electron spin

density of an electron in the i th energy state, at the

p th atom is c^ (see equation 2,3)• ^ is normalised
to 1 for the whole molecule e,g, ^ = jr at each G in
benzene. The spin density, as given by the Httckel theory,

is thus always positive, Brovetto and Feroni (65) and

Mc Cotmelt (66) predicted that the local spin polarization

on the different atoms could be antiparallel, instead

of parallel, to the total electron spin. This leads to

the concept of a 'negative' spin density which has been

shown to be sound both theoretically (67) and experi¬

mentally (68), This reqtiires theoretical methods which

incorporate spin polarizationJ see, for example, a paper

by Amos (69) in which the spin densities of the triplet

state of naphthalene are calculated, A short review of

some of the M,0, valence bond methods for calculating

spin densities has been given by Carrington (70).

In triplet studies, the molecules are fixed in a

rigid glass and therefore the anisotropic hyperfine

interactions are not averaged to zero, as is the case

in a liquid solution. Equation 2,6 becomes

"n ■ ^NK 2-7
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where K = ( A2 a2 + B2 p2+ C2Y2 ) * 2.8

a, P» Y are the direction cosines of the magnetic field

direction H with respect to

i) the C-H bond direction (A axis)

ii) the normal to the plane of the ring (B axis)

iii) a third axis normal to i) and ii) (C axis)

A, B and C are the isotropic plus anisotropic hyperfine

interactions per unit spin density on the carbon atom

of the C-H fragment, when H is parallel to the axes

A, B and C respectively,

Mc Connell and Strathiee (71) have calculated the

anisotropic interactions A, , Bb and Cc over the II orbital
on the C atom and find that A C: + 30 Mc/s, B cs. 0 Mc/sa a

and C — — 30 Mc/s, Thus A — - 33 Mc/s, B i - 63 Mc/sa

and C - — 93 Mc/s. Similar anisotropic proton H,F,S#

values have been obtained experimentally in triplet

naphthalene (24),

Mc Lachlan (72) and Mc Connell (73) have shown that

negative spin densities may exist in triplet states and

have discussed the effect of this on the Z.F.S, (see

next section),
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2.7 Zero field splitting parameters.

a) Definitioni The two electron spin-spin inter¬

action Hamiltonian is
P ^

P ^-1 * S2^ ^ -12 * -12^"^^-1 * -lP 2 * —12^ ^12
where and £>2 are the spin operators and r^2 is the
distance between electrons 1 and 2. This dipolar inter¬

action removes the degeneracy of the lowest triplet state,

Mc Lachlan (7^) has shown that this Hamiltonian can be

written in the more usual form due to Stevens (75)

^C°D£z + E < sx - Sy > 2-10
where S , S and S are components of the spin onex y z

operator and

D = " ^ * r12 ) / | 2-"

E - - I X12" yl2) / 1 2-12
where is the antisymmetric spatial part of the lowest

triplet state wavefunction.

It is clear, from 2.11 and 2.12, that if x = y = z

(i.e. a spherically symmetrical molecule) D m E m 0,

D and E are thus a measure of the molecular geometry.

In a planar aromatic system the II electrons are obviously

not in a spherically symmetrical orbital and there is
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normally some Z.F.S. If, however, the molecule is

symmetric about the z axis (the normal to the molecular

plane usually) then x = y and E = 0. This is the case

in triphenylene and coronene,

The magnitude of D and E is limited by the action

of the Pauli exclusion principle which keeps the electrons

of parallel spin well separated i.e. r^Q finite. The
minimum possible value of r^0 is, in fact, about 1.4
the length of the C-C bond in a benzene ring.

b) Theoretical calculation of D and E. Many calcul¬

ation of D and E have been made, using M.O. methods. Part

of the interest arises from the excellent test of the

chosen wavefunctions provided by comparison of the

calculated and experimental results.

In the method pioneered by Gouterman and Moffit (76),

the molecule is treated as being isolated in free space,

a many electron Hamiltonian is used, spin orbit coupling

is neglected and only II electrons are considered. The
o

bond length is taken as 1.4 A and the angle between the

bonds as 120°. Simple mixing of the two lowest triplet

states is treated; the extent of the mixing being defined

by the configuration interaction parameter cos 0 which

is then varied to give the best fit for D and E, Only
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centre
one and two/integrals were considered by Gouterman et al.

This semi empirical method gives reasonable agreement with

experiment for some molecules and confirms that the
3

level is the predominant state. In molecules like

coronene and triphenylene, however, the two lowest

triplet states are degenerate and the parameter 0 is

thus fixed at 45°. Poor results were obtained for these

molecules but Chiu (77) extended the configuration

interaction scheme to include three levels and he included

three and four centre integrals to obtain better results.

This type of calculation is, however, not a very good

test of the chosen wavefunctions, although Thomson (78)

tested Httckel and Roothan S.C.F.-M.O.s using these methods.

Another, mere fundamental^approach was initiated by
van der Waals and ter Maten (79) who pointed out that,

although simple L.C.A.O.-M.O. models give spin densities

in good agreement with experimentally observed H.F.S.

in ground otateo, very extensive configuration interaction

is necessary in triplet states, due to the two-electron

operators involved. These authors used wavefunctions

which minimised open-shell Roothan-Pople S.C.F.-L.C.A.O.-

M.O. equations and calculated the Z.F.S. parameters for

several molecules, including triphenylene, and obtained
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excellent agreement with experiment (especially for D)

when the estimated effect of the <f electrons was

included. This method has recently been extended by

Thomson (80) and others (8l). The former author uses

essentially an ab initio calculation i.e. considers

all the electrons simultaneously, uses the exact non-

relativistic Hamiltionian and evaluates all the integrals

rigorously.

In all these calculations D comes out to be positive.
2 2

This is due to 3 z-^2 being less than r^2 in planar
aromatics and also that when two electrons are in two

II orbitals, above clo.:ed shells of (j and II electrons, the

polarization of the spins is normally parallel L,e, spin

densities are positive, If however, there is a negative

spin density on some of the carbon atoms, this will give

rise to a negative contribution to D, especially if

some of the integrals corresponding to positive spin

densities are zero. This aspect has been discussed by

Mc Lachlan (72), Mc Connell (73) and Chiu (77). No

known molecule exists where this antiparallel spin

correlation might be strong enough to change the sign

of D, but Chui (77) considers some hypothetical molecules

like C(CH2)^ and Clar's hydrocarbon, and he comes to the
%
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conclusion that there may be some molecules with a

negative value of D,

c) Variation of D with temperature, Thomson (82),

using a lucite host matrix, was the first to measure

a temperature variation of the Z.F.S, parameters. This

variation was observed in several molecules, including

triphenylene and coronene, D was found to decrease by

about 5% in the temperature range 77°K -» 300°K, Reekie (83)

measured D for for coronene at 1,6°K and observed an

increase of about 5% between 77°K and 1,6°K,

The accepted concept for the decrease in D with

increasing temperature is that the effective radius of

the molecule increases with temperature, due to

population of higher vibrational levels. This increase

in radius leads to a reduction in the spin-spin inter¬

actions, It can be seen that if the ground and first

excited vibrational levels of the triplet are character¬

ised by Z,F,S, parameters Dq and D_L, and if there is a
Boltzmann distribution of population in the two

vibrational levels

^-E/kT

-E/kT 2,13
_ D + D. e
D =s O 1

+ ©
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For Dq and D^, differing by a few percent and for E,
-1

the separation of the two vibrational levels, ^1000 cm »

this function 2.13 is virtually constant below 77°K

(c.f, Reckies results). Unfortunately, the only attempt

at a quantitative estimate of the temperature variation

of D is given in a rather obscure paper by Marechal (84) .

His treatment deals with a free isolated symmetric

molecule, and is based on the assumption that vibrational

mixing occurs in three triplet states ( a lowest triplet

~ij/) , and two degenerate upper states \jjand \j/^2.) . He
introduces a parameter A» which is a measure of the

Jahn-Teller instability. He obtains the following formula

when = 0 ,

D = 4 ♦ 2 S(e?'/2- e"^2) 2lk

where (3 • = E /^t, and E+ is the energy separation

between the triplets and

^= <Cfi 2 <c2,15
S - <^, <ywlf(r)l '//w> 2'16

p P K
f(r) is the usual (3z - r )/ r teim,

Marechal also derives an expression involving \for
I

the observed value of D in a special case. Ills formulae

are discussed in chapter V. and the results of some

calculations using them are compared with experiment.
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CHAPTER III

SIMULATION OF TRIPLET SPECTRA

3»1 Introduction,

The calculations involved in a simulation of* the

e,s,r, spectrum of a random orientation of symmetric

triplets (E = 0) , are presented in this chapter. The

calculations were carried out on the St. Andrews Uni¬

versity digital computer - an I,B.M, 1620,

An attempt has been made to make the derivation

of the equations used reasonably complete and, as a

result, some of the argument is similar to that of

de Groot and van der Waals (48) who discussed the

AM = 2 transition when E = 0, Vassennan et al, (85)

and Kottis and Levebvre (86) have also reported similar

simulations. However, the incorporation of population

effects, the table of correction factors in section 3*6,

the simulation for various values of 8 and the direct

comparison of Gaussian and Lorentzian lineshape with

experiment are new. It is also hoped that the energy

level, transition probability ana resonance field

position diagrams give some increased understanding of
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the problem.

3.2 Energy levels.

The basic problem in a calculation of energy levels

is the solution of the Schrbdinger equation

^fn'Enfn 3-1
where E are the required eigenvalues,^ is the effective

K £ . t

spin Hamiltonian and are "the effective spin wave
. •>

functions.

There are four possible spin wave functions in an

excited state with two singly occupied molecular orbitals.

Let the two electrons involved have wave functions

a2* ^2 w^ere subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the orbitals
and a and (3 refer to the two possible spin orientations.

It can be shown (63) that good auxiliary wave functions

in zero magnetic field are

T- * T ( &2 ~ al a2 ^x > 2

T =
y 2 - - -f < Pi P2 + «x «2 >

T2 = 2 ^ "l P2 4 ^1 a2 )
£ = | ( ai 0g - 3i «2 ) 3.2

The last of these spin wavefunctions corresponds to a
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The regular hexagon represents a

symmetrical molecule

fig. 3.1
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singlet state and the other three correspond to triplet

state wavefunctions, The form of these wavefunctions is

chosen from considerations of molecular symmetry and

gives rise to a diagonalised Hamiltonian matrix when the

magnetic field is zero. By operating with the Pauli spin

matrices (e.g. 87) on these wavefunctions# it can be

shown that IS = 0 (_S is the spin one operator) as

expected of a diamagnetic state. Also

ST = 0 ST =-iT S T = iT 3.3
xx y x z zx y

S T etc, are given by cyclic permutation of 3.3.
x y

The spin Hamiltonian for the triplet state was given in

equation 2,5 (page 24). In the following discussion g is

assumed to be isotropic throughout and g (3 is expressed

in units of cm"^ gauss""so that D is expressed in cm"^,
A diagram of the axes chosen for the molecules is shown

in fig. 3.1. For symmetric molecules e.g. benzene and

triphenylene, there is no loss in generality if the

magnetic field is assumed to lie in the plane y = 0 since

the x and y axes are physically equivalent. If 0 is the

angle between the normal to the molecular plane ( z axis)

and the direction of the magnetic field (h) then

H = H sine H = 0 H = H cos 0 3.5
x y z

Also in a symmetric molecule E = 0 and 2.5 reduces to
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/f = sm ( sin © Sx + cos 0 Sj, ) + D S^, 3.6
Using the operations 3.3 on the Hamiltonian 3.6 we

obtain the following matrix

D *. i g(3Hoos© 0
t

i g (B H cos© D - i g|3H sin 9 3.7

0 igpH sin© 0

from which the secular equation

e3 - 2D 2£ +£d2 - (g3H)^e +( gpH)2D Sin2 0=0 3.8
may be derived. This equation gives three eigenvalues

£ for any given values of H and©, Six sets of

energy levels, computed from 3.8, are shown in figs, 3.2,

3.3 and 3.4 for various values of ©. Also shorn on these

diagrams are the l-esonance positions for an X-band

microwave quantum and the corresponding transition

probability (shown by a vertical line). Note that at

9 = 30°, for sample, the highest field resonance position

takes place between the lower two levels, whereas at

© a 60° the high field resonance is between the upper

two levels; this is important when considering population

effects and it also means that there is some angle at

which the two upper resonance positions coincide. This

position of coincidence is called the 'double quantum'
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resonance position because there is a finite probability

of two microwave quanta being absorbed simultaneously at

this position (5l).

Note also that the levels do not meet at any angle

except 9=0° and that this meeting point occurs when

H = D/ g|3 , This meeting raises the question of labelling

the levels; the M quantum numbers only apply strictly

when H D/ g(B, The convention used throughout this thesis

is shown in the figures; the lowest level is denoted 1,

the middle level 2 and the uppermost level 3. This

labelling also applies when H < D/ g(3.

3.3 Resonance field positions.

Knowing the energy levels, it is possible to find

the resonance positions in terms of magnetic field, for

any given microwave quantum, by using the additional

condition that two levels are separated by the micro¬

wave quantum, i.e.

- e2 = & 3.9

By incorporating this condition in the secular
2

equation (3.8) the following cubic equation in H was

obtained, after some algebraic manipulation.



ResonanceFieldPositions
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4(g3)6H6+H4(g|3)4 (D2- 9S2-27D2cos46+18 D2cos20)
+ (g(3)2H2(6S4-6 82 D2+ 4d4cos£0) - S2(D2-S2) = 0 3.10

The solution of this equation gives three positive values

of H for any given 0 and & ( S ^ D ) , Note that the sign

of D is irrelevent- to the resonance positions since D is

only raised to even powers.

The roots of equation 3.10, as a function of 0, are

shown in fig, 3.5. It can be seen that there are three

stationary field positions corresponding to 0 = 0° and

three for 0 <= 90°. There is also one other stationary

field position at Hmi ( if D/£ < 3/4 ).
When © ta 0° (i.e. U//z axis) solution of 3.10 yields

H
'

*= JL
Z

2gp
» 3.11

When 9 = 90° (i.e. Ii/Sc axis)

Equation 3.10 has two equal roots at the following

positions:

3.13
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H
( S2- ^D2)^ 3.14ss

gp

These eight stationary resonance field positions give

the important features of the spectrum, is a

coincidence position mentioned in section 3.2, Whether

the stationary fields, where molecules over a range

of 9 give resonance, lead to structure in the spectrum,

depends on the corresponding transition probability

and solid angle, e.g. H is not observed when the r»f,
z

field is perpendicular to the magnetic field since the

transition probability is zero. Also the number of

molecules in a region specified by A© is proportioanl

to sin 8 A 9. This leads to the Hx peaks being much
more pronounced than the peaks.

3.4 Transition probabilities at the resonance field

positions.

Under the influence of an oscillating magnetic

field, electronic transitions may be induced between

energy levels. The probability of such a transition

occurring between levels 1 and 2, for example, is

given by

3.15
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where U is a unit vector in the direction of the

r.f. field^0. are the spin eigen functions, which are

linear combinations of T , T and T
x y z

i.e. 0 = 2, c T 0=1,2,3; ^ = x,y,z 3.16
i)

This means that each eigen function 0. has an associated

eigen vector viz

c = (c . . c. ,C.) 3.17
-j jy' jz' '

The normalised eigen vector components for a given eigen

value (=• j, as obtained from the Hamiltonian matrix 3.7,
are as follows

£ .gP HcosG £.(D-£.)
c . = * 1 , ic. = r-"2—

ax jy Ai
(h-£.)g |3H sin©

c . = * 1jz A2 3.18

where A = £2 (g|BH)2cos20 + + (D- )2sin2e(g(3H)2
A is a normalisation factor.

3/6
Putting 3.3 and^in matrix form leads to the

observation (see e.g. ref. 48) that

<(0* | S | 02> = - i (c* x c2) 3.19
i i »

= (cx» c • c ) say 3.2o
4

When the r.f. field is normal to the magnetic field
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direction, the vector U may make an infinite number

of angles with the molecular axes* The direction cosines

of the vector XJ with respect to the molecular axes (see

fig. 3»l) are then as follows:

Tx = cos 9 cos 0, Yy = sin 0, Tz ° ~ sin© cos 0 3.21

( 0 = 90 - \jJ where ~j/ is shown in fig. 3.1)
The average transition probability, as the r.f,

field varies over the angle 0, is of the form

= (Yxc« + Yyc^ + Yzc») (Yxc^+ Yycy* + Yzc»*) 3.22

but Y2 = | cos2©, Y2 = §, Y2 = | sin2©
Y Y = - i cos© sin ©, Y Y = Y Y = © 3.23
xz 2 zyzx J

Therefore writing the c« etc. in terms of c- etc.
X _L X

3.22 becomes

B(1'2) " l00s2e'cly02z+02y°lz)2+ §<0lZc2x"-c2z0lx>Z
+isin2e(clxc2y+clyc2x)2
♦cos 9 Sine (clyc2z*c2yclz)(c2xcJy*clxc2y) 3.24

B(l,3) and B(2,3], corresponding to the other

possible transitions, arc obtained by cyclic per¬

mutation of 3.24. Note that,in this formulation,the

difficulty of complex numbers has been avoided and
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B(l,2) etc. are entirely real. This is made possible

by the valid assumption that c is always complex and

c and c are always real. This argument would not
X. z

apply in a more complicated case e.g. when E ^ 0.

n(1»3)» B(2,3) and B(l,2) are plotted for two

values of D (corresponding to triphenylene and coronene)

in fig. 3.6. These diagrams give the average transition

probability for a transition between two levels separated

by S as a function of the angle between the magnetic

field and the molecular axes.

The (1,3) transition is the so-called 'forbidden'

A M = 2 transition. For a given S> this transition

becomes less 'forbidden' as D increases (as expected).

The use of the terms 'forbidden' and AM = 2 in the

literature can be misleading, since the transition may

be more allowed than the other two transitions at certain

values of 0 and M ceases to become a good quantum

number at low fields.

The transition probability, when the r.f. field

is in the same direction as H, can eastly be calculated

in a similar way to the above. The direction cosines

are then T = sin 0, T =0 and T = cos 0. There isx y z

no need to average over 0, in this case, as the direction
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of U is uniquely defined. This experimental arrangement

is not normally used.

An 'effective' integrated transition probability

was computed,by multiplying B(l,3) etc. by sin © and

integrating over © y in order to estimate the effective
•forbiddenness• of the AM = 2 resonance signal from a

random orientation of molecules. The results were as

follows:

D=0.134, g = 0.310: B13S=0.l66, B23S»0.392, B12S=0.385

D=.0975, £= 0.310: B13S=0.122, B23S=0,403, B12S=0.401

where the notation is B12S = f^^B (l,2) sin© d© etc.
J o

Note: The eigenvectors quoted by Kottis and Levebvre (86)

are incorrect (even dimensionally) and the transition

probability used by de Groot and van der Waals (48)

contains no 'cross terms' i.e. a T T term.
x y

3.5 Population effects.

Assuming a Boltzmann distribution of spin population

in a three level system, which has a total of N spins,

the number of spins in level i (energy <£^) is
N exp(-g~i/kT) 3*26

exp(-C^/kT)+exp(-£2/kT)+exp(-^/kT)
The population differences between the levels are

therefore as follows:

Ni =



(a) Population di'f. between levels ! a 3 v. «}«,»<$

oawss

'Population Effects
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N(l-exp(-X2 ))
N n2 = £±

l+exp(-A21)+exp(->^1)

N(l-exp(-Aoi))
N N = it 3.27

1+exp (-A21)+exp ( - )

N(l-exp(-V ))
Ng-N =

l+exp(-A12)+exp(-A32)

where A2^ = (£ 0 -^J/kT etc.

The population difference between levels 1 and 3»

as a function of magnetic field, is shown in fig, 3.7a

for temperatures of 1,4°K, 4.2°K and 77°K.

An e.s.r. signal is proportional to the population

difference between the energy states involved in resonance.

If kT £ then N^-N0 is greater than N2-N^ for a given
energy separation . This leads to the stationary

resonance peaks being unequal in intensity. Let the

intensity of the peak at the position H* be I', at H"X X X

be I" and so on. In fig. 3.7h, the ratio I,M/l" is givenX! X X

for both positive and negative values of D. (The ratio

shown corresponds to triphenylene, but the computed ratios

for coronene are very similar.) The ratio Im/IM is inX X

the opposite sense to the The explanation for
z z
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this behaviour of the ratio of the peaks may be seen

by comparing the energy level diagrams for D = + 0.134

(fig. 3.2a and 3.4b); for D>0 the transition at HJ^'
takes place between levels 2 and 3 but for D<0, the

transition at H^,' takes place between levels 1 and 2.
This dependence on the sign of D also applies to the

H"% HMI and H* ' positions# It may thus be possible toZ X X

determine the sign of D by observing resonance signals

at low temperatures{see section 5.2).

Note that the intensity of the two equivalent

= 1 peaks (e.g. H'' and Hm) is not necessarily theX X

same even when kT)£>£. This may be seen by considering

fig. 3.6} when the magnetic field is nearly in the

plane of the molecule (©^90°), B(2,3)< B(l,2). When the

spectrum is summed over all 9, this results in the H^.' *
peak being smaller than the H* * peak. The ratio of theXI

peak heights is thus a complicated function of D, £> ,

temperature and the basic linewidth (see next section),

and the simulations described later are necessary in

their entirity to obtain a theoretical estimate of the

ratios I"'/ I " etc .This may be confirmed by comparing
X X

Jtit/Jft from fig. 3.10 (0.67) and from fig. 3.7bX XI X. X.

(0.71) for D =+0.134 and T = 1.4°K.
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Experimental
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3*6 Basic line width*

By combining the information in the preceding

sections if this chapter it would be possible to obtain

the field position of a resonance for any 0, D and &
and to obtain the relative size of the resonance from

a product of the associated transition probability and

population difference. However, to construct a reasonable

spectrum it is necessary to bear in mind that each

resonance has a finite linewidth.

The linewidth associated with the e.s.r. of a triplet

state is almost entirely due to hyperfine interactions

between electrons and nuclei. In experiments on single

crystals, Hutchison and Mangum (10) showed that this

broadening is of the order of a few gauss and is

anisotropic i.e. the linewidth is a function of 0. In

a complete simulation, therefore, an orientation dependent

linewidth must be incorporated (86). However, in a

random orientation the hyperfine interactions are not

usually resolved and good results are obtained using

an isotropic function (86), The envelope of unresolved

H.F.S. is Gaussian, but both Lorei^2^3-11 an<^ Gaussian
lineshapes were generated (Lorentzian takes about half

as long as Gaussian to compute). Experimental and

computed "AM = 2" spectra are compared in fig. 3.8.
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The experimental spectrum was obtained, as described

in chapters]]/ and V, from randomly oriented coronene at

1.4°K. It may be observed that a Gaussian basic line-
V

shape gives the spectrum most like the experimental one.

When the speccrum is summed over all G, the positions

of the resulting peaks do not necessarily coincide with

the stationary resonance field positions. Correction

factors, estimated by comparing simulated spectra with

values obtained from equations 3,12 and 3*13, are as

follows:

Integral spectrum Derivative spectrum

AH = 8,5s AH = 15s AH b 8,5s AH = 15s

^min -4 gauss -9 gauss +2 gauss +4 gauss

H' •
x m

-4 gauss -9 gauss +4 gauss +9 gauss

hM.
X

+45 ga.os s +8 gauss -4,5 gauss -8 gauss

AH is the basic line width used in the simulation.

The values shown are only accurate to ^ gauss since the
grid size used for the simulations was 4 gauss and some

interpolation is necessary. The results are approximately

the same for both Gaussian and Lorentzian lineshapes.

The values in the above table should be added to the

measured spectrum peaks before calculations from 3»12 etc,

are used. This is very important when an attempt to



FORTRAN PROGRAM

SIMULATION OF' E.S.R.SPECTRU M OF R A N D 0 M L Y 0 R I E N- F ED 1RIPLETS I .C AMPbE LI
WITH POPULATION EFFECTS AND LUREimTZIAN LINtSHAPE
DIMENS IONGG(10 00 ) ,GU( 1000 ),H(3),Z(3,3),CX(3,3),CZ(3,3),3(3)

1»CY(3*3)*P
300 READ1,D»GB»W»E»Q»S

1 F 0 R M A T ( 6 E 1 2 . 6 ) .... • ''
CALLPLO'Tl 1,0 .0 , 1000 . , 8 . 3, 100 . ,0 .0 , . 01 8, 5 .5 , .005 )

_ ■
DO200 I=1,1000

200 GG(I ) —0 «

DT = 3 . 1A15 9 26 5 / 360 .

T - D T / 2 .

TE=3.14159265/2.
100 S N-SIN F(T)

CS=COSF(T)
A 3 = 4 .— G B— * 6
A 2 = G B * *4 * ( D * 0- 9 . * E * E - 2 7. * 0* 0 * ( C S **4) +18'. *D*D*CS *C S
A1 = G B-G6— ( o . * E— — 4— 6 . * E — E- D- U+ 4.-0—- 4-C S — C S )
A0=-E*E*(D*D-E*E)**2
CALL ADCBC1(A3,A2,A1,AO,XI,X2,X3, IND )
H( 1 ) = S Q R T F(XI)
H(2)= SQRTF(X2)
H(3 ) =SQRTF(X3)
D03I = 1? 3
A3 = 1 .

A2=-2.*D
A1=D*D-(GB*H(I))**2
AO = (GB-H ( I ) -SN ) **2*D
CALLADCBCI( A 3 , A 2 , A1, AO, XI? X2,X 3 , IND)
CALL AGGRO(X1,X2,X3,A3,A2,A1)
Z(I?1)-A3
Z ( I , 2 ) =A2

3 Z ( I , 3 ) = A1
0041=1,3
DQ4J = 1? 3
CX ( I , J ) =Z ( I ? J ) *CS ' *GB*H ( I ) /. (SQRTF( '( Z( I , J ) *GB*H ( I )*CS

i ( 0 —Z ( I , J ) ) — —2 — ( Z ( I , J ) ( I ? J ) + ( SN *GB*H ( I ) ) **2 ) i )
CY { I , J )=(D-Z(I ,J ) ) -CX( I ,J)/(GB*H( I )#CS )

4 CZ ( I , J )=(D-Z(I,J) )*CX(I,J)*SN /(Z(I,J)*CS )
32 Uu24 I = 1 , 3

IM= (H ( I )-1000 . ) /4. +0 . 5
N 1 = i\i-20
N2 =N + 20
IF(ABSF (Z(I ? 3)-Z(I 7 2)-E)-.001)9,9,6

6 IF(.ABSF(Z(I,3)-Z(I,1)-E)-.001)B,B,7
8 K = 1

B ( 1 ) =CS *'CS -(CY ( I, 1 ) *CZ( I ,3 )+CY( I ,3 ) *C Z ( I , 1 ) )*#2+(CZ ( I , I
1-CX(1,3)+CZ(1,3)-CX(1,1))--2 + SN *SN *(CX(I , 1)-CY(1,3) +CX(
21 , 3 )-CY ( I , 1 ) )--2+CS -SN - ( CY ( 1, 1 ) -CZ ( I , 3 ) +C Y' ( 1 » 3 ) -C Z ( I , 1 )
3-(CX(1,3)-CY(I,1)+CX(1,1)-C Y(1,3))-2.

fig. 3.9



p ( 1 ) = (1.-EXPF( ( Z ( I » 1 ) — Z ( I , 3) )/( 0*S ) ) )/(l.+EXPF((Z(I,l)-Z(I,2) ) / ( Q *
IS ) )+ EXPF( (Z ( I,1)-Z(I,3) )/(Q*S) ) )

GUT012
9 K - 2

Li ( 2 ) = CS *CS *(CY(I,2)*CZ( I ,3 )+CY( I ,3 ) -C Z ( I , 2 ).) **2 + (C Z ( I , 2 )
1*CX (1,3) -J-CZ (1,3) -CX (1,2)) **2+SN *SN ' * (CX ( I ,2 ) *CY ( I , 3 )+CX (
21,3) *CY ( 1,2)) * * 2 + C S *SN *( CY( 1,2) *CZ ( I , 3 ) +C Y ( I , 3.) *C Z ( i , 2 ) )
3 * ( C X (1,3) *CY.< 1,2) +CX (1,2) *C Y( 1,3) )*2.
P(2)=(1.~EXPF((Z(I , 2 ) - Z ( I , 3 ) )/( Q* S ) ) ) / ( 1 . + EX PI- ( ( Z ( I , 2 ) - Z ( I , 1 ) ) / (Q *

IS ) ) + EXPF ( ( Z ( I , 2 ) -Z ( I , 3 ) ) / ( Q*S ) ) )
GOT 012

f K = 3
30 b(3)=C S *CS *(CY ( I , 1 )*CZ( I ,2 )+CY( I ,2 ) *C Z ( I , 1 ) )**2+ (CZ ( I , 1 )

1*CX (1,2 J.+CZ (1,2) -CX (1,1)) --2+SN *SN - (C X ( I , 1 ) *CY (1,2) + CX (
21,2) *CY (1,1)) --2+CS *SN - ( CY ( 1,1 )*CZ (1,2 )"+C Y (1,2) *C Z ( 1,1))
3 *(C X(I,2)*CY(I,1)+CX(I,1)*CY(1,2) )*2.
P(3) = (l.-EXPF( (Z(I ,1)-Z(I,2) )/(U-S)) )/(1 . + E X P F ( (Z(I , 1) — Z( I ,2) ) / (0 -

IS ) )+ EXPF( (Z (I ,1)-Z( I,3) )/(Q-S) ) )
12 CONTINUE
22 D024 J = i\ 1 , i\i 2

A = J
A- 4. — A+ 1000 • — PI ( I )
GW = 1. /(1. + (A/W)**2)

24 GG(J)=GW*B(K)*SN *DT*P(K)+GG(J)
T = T + DT
IF(T-TE)100,90,90 '

90 00911=1,1000
A=I

91 CALLPLGT(90,A,GG(I))
CALLPLOT(7)
GOT 0300

30 CALLEXIT
END

FOR DERIVATIVE SPECTRUM
GO(J)=-4.-A-GW-GW-B(K)*SN -UI — P(K)+ G D(J)

FOR GAUSSIAN .LINESHAPE
G W = E X P F ( — . 5 - ( A / W ) - - 2 )

fig. 3.9 (cont.)
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measure the absolute value of D is made.

3.7 Simulation of spectra.

Computer simulations of the e.s.r. spectra of a

random orientation of triplets mete achieved using the

Fortran program, shown in fig. 3«9« This program operates

as follows >

2
a) The cubic equation in H (3.10) is solved to

give three positive values of H for a given

&, D and S •

b) The three eigenvalues (£j)» associated with each
field value, are calculated from 3*8, are placed

in order of increasing magnitude (using the sub¬

routine AGOHD) and are labelled , (~ ^ and (E^,
c) The three eigenvectors (c^y) associated with €. ^

are calculated,

d) The eigenvalues Q ^ are tested to find which pair
is separated by &.

e) If, for example, the transition occurs between

levels 1 and 2, B(l,2) is calculated,

f) The population difference N^-Ng j~P(l,2)J is
calculated,

g) A lineshape function is generated. The function

is calculated up to 40 gauss on either side of
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the resonance position,

h) The product of the lineshape function, B(l,2),

P(l,2) and sin9A0 is added to the thousand

locations set aside for the spectrum. Each

location represents 4 gauss,

i) The operations a)—>h) are carried out for ©

vaying between 0 and 17/2, at intervals of
A

A© = II/36O. The product h) is added to the store

each time.

The program is written in Fortran II D for an

IBM 1620, Two non-library subroutines are called, namely

ADCBC 1 which solves cubic equations and AGOKD which

orders any three numbers. The input variables are D,

¥(=&H), E(=£) and S( = °K). GB 5 g|3 = 0,9351 x lcT^cnT1
gauss } Q = k = 0,69502 cm deg , GG(j) corresponds

to the integral spectrum, B(l)HB(l,3)» B(2)=b(2,3) and

B(3) = B(1,2), The time taken per data card, for the

program shown, was appoximately 35 minutes.

All the spectra and diagrams presented in this

chap"fcer were obtained using modifications of this basic
program. Some of the spectra simulated are shown in

figs, 3.10-3.12. A linewidth of 15 gauss was found to

give the best approximation to the experimentally
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observed AM = 1 spectrum and a linewidth, of about

8,5 gauss was best for the AM = 2 spectrum (see chapter V),

3.8 Two further modifications of the program shown
v ' ¥ «

deserve mention,

a) 'Photoselection'0 As mentioned in section 2,5 a),
a random orientation of triplets may be "photoselected"

i »
.

by exciting the triplet states with polarized light.

The effect of photoselection may be computed (86) by

incorporating the Malus law weighting factor cos a in

the simulation, where a is the angle between the electric

dipolar transition moment and the electric vector of the

incident light. The transition moment for absorption is

expected to be in the molecular plane (for S~>S*)

i,e, a = 90°-9,

In the case of a symmetric molecule, where the

x and y axes are equivalent, it must be remembered that,

when the electric vector is perpendicular to H, there is

a range of possible orientations of the electric vector

w.r.t. the molecule. This can be seen by reconsidering

fig» 3.1> with U as the electric vector. As before, the

mean square d.c.s. are

Yx = I cos2® Yy ■ I Yz = I sin2e
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Therefore the effective component (in the molecular
•i ^ 1 q

plane) is ^ cos' 0 + — when a = 90 . A simulation is
thus brought about by multiplying the spectrum by

~ cos^© + If when a = 90° and by sin^O when a = 0°.
Such simulations are shown in fig. 3»13» It may be noted

that, as one would expect, the sum of the two spectra

£~(a = 90*% (a = 0°)J results in a spectrum simular to that
shown in fig. 3»l^h.

These simulations agree with the experimental results

of Lhoste, Haug and. Ptak (53) who observed an intensity

variation of approximate^ 0.2-»1 for the H_ peaks and

a variation of l->0,5 for the peaks. They attribute the

residual 0.2 intensity at H2 (a = 0°) to experimental
depolarization or small angular deviations of the z axis

w.r.t. the magnetic field direction.

Photoselection of symmetric molecules thus does not

discrimate between transition moments in the molecular

plane, but does confirm that the absorption moment is

in the molecular plane.

b) Sgectra for various 8 . Fig. 3-15 shows spectra
simulated using three values of S . & = 0,9cm"*"'" corresponds

to 0 band, £> = 0.31cm*~^" to X-band and £ - 0.15cm""'" to C band.

The simulations show how the low field resonance becomes \
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more and more allowed as the frequency is lowered.

To obtain these spectra some modifications must

be made to the program shown previously since the range

of gauss changes^ e.g. for £ = 0,9cm""1 the grid size
chosen was 10 gauss and the lowest value was 3500 gauss

instead of 1000 gauss.
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CHAPTER IV

APPARATUS USED TO DETECT B.S.R.

4,1 Introduction,

The apparatus used to observe e.s.r. absorption

is a modified version of that described by Reekie (83).

Only the major modifications will be described here;

circuit diagrams, for example, are only given for

electronics developed since Reekie,

The sensitivity of the e.s,r, spectrometer has been

improved by a factor of two or three but the ease of

operation and reliability haye been greatly improved.

Apart from an improvement in background commercial

equipment e.g. Kipp pen-recorder, double beam oscillos¬

cope, balanced mixer, magnet post-stabiliser and a

digital memory oscilloscope, the important developments

have been the rebuilding and subsequent working of the

helium cryostat, the greatly increased power range, the

new automatic frequency control system, the new sweep

unit and the proton resonance meter for accurate field

measurements. The microwave circuit has also been



fig.4.1Generalviewofe.s.r.spectrometer.



fig k.2
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largely rebuilt, with a shorter cavity arm and the

280 c/s system has been modified,

4,2 The e,s,r, spectrometer,

The spectrometer is a reflection cavity super-
ot

heterodyne type operating/X-band. A general view of the
apparatus is shown in fig, 4,1 and a block diagram in fig,

4,2, A superheterodyne system is particularly suited to

low power levels and a cryogenic set-up; for a discussion

of such a system see Feher (95)• A comprehensive intro¬

duction to e,s,r, spectrometers is given in a recent

book by Poole (108),

a) The microwave circuit. The waveguide used

throughout is American X-band (0.9" x 0.4,,i,d»), The

basic circuit consists of a microwave bridge, balanced

using the isolating properties of a magic tee. Any un¬

balance of the bridge, caused by, say, an e.s.r. absorption

in the cavity, results in a change in the microwave

power in the fourth arm of the tee. Fine balance of the

bridge may be achieved using the sliding stub tuner (s.s.t.).

The system used is superheterodyne, in which the microwave

power to the bridge and cavity is supplied by one klystron,

the signal klystron (s.k.), and another klystron, the local



fig. k.3 An HQ12 cavity, a coupling iris, an
arrangement for rotating the sample

and assorted quartz sample holders.
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oscillator (l.o.), is used to produce an intermediate

frequency (i.f.) by mixing the microwaves at a second

tee. The l.o, also provides a constant power bias on

the S I K 2 type, balanced^detecting crystals which are

incorporated in an Elliot balanced mixer.

The usual s.k. is an E.M.I. .R5222, but the more

noisy Varian X13 was sometimes used for its convenient

wide timing range. The l.o. klystron is an English Electic

K 302, Ferrite isolators are included after each klystron

to avoid "pulling". One tenth of the microwave power is

taken from both the s*kf, and l.o. main waveguide rims

and is mixed at a third tee for the l.o, automatic

frequency control system (see section 4.2 e). Two wave-

meters are used; the resonance of the one in the detecting

arm may be observed when the s.k. mode is displayed and

the other may be monitored continuously without inter¬

fering with the signal.

b) Resonant cavities. It is possible to use either

of two H012 rectangular, brass cavities with slots out in
the narrow face to allow U.V, irradiation in situ. These

cavities, one of which is shown in fig. 4,3» were con¬

structed from brass waveguide sections and the slits,

1 mm wide and ^ mm apart, were milled from the waveguide



DIAGRAM OF THE IRRADIATION SCHEME AND THE ASSEMBLY

IN THE TAIL OF THE CRYOSTAT

1 Philips 1000 w.U.V. lamp 9 Brass strips

2 Ni/CoSO^ filter solution 10 Quartz tuning rod

3 Quartz windows 11 Hoi2 cavity
4 Quartz lens 12 Quartz sample holder

5 Outer can of metal cryostat 13 Irradiation slits

6 Copper irradiation shield 14 Liquid helium

7 Inner helium can 15 Teflon block

8 Waveguide 16 Coupling iris

fig. 4.4
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and then filed very thin to give maximum light trans¬

mission. Both cavities were silvered electrolytically.

The one in use is bolted to a flange on the main wave¬

guide run by four 6 B.A. screws, which also locate the

coupling iris of C.G!" copper foil. The two cavities

are of different lengths, the shorter was designed to

operate when full of liquid helium and the other, to

operate between room temperature and 77°K. The Qs of

these cavities, containing a large glassy sample in a

quartz holder, are about 5000 and 2500 respectively. The

Q was measured by observing the half power points of the

cavity resonance.

Also shown in fig. 4.3 is the coupling iris and a

gear wheel system which may be used to rotate the sample

through 3^0° from the top of the cryostat by means of a

long non-magnetic steel wire. Three quartz sample holders

and a supporting teflon rod are also shown. The all-

quartz holder on the left of the photograph was the one

most frequently used; one face of this holder is optically

polished.

Fine tuning of the cavity frequency is achieved by

means of a fine quartz rod running through the waveguide

from the top of the cryostat (see diagram in fig. 4.4).
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A superheterodyne system requires good microwave

coupling between the cavity and the rest of the wave¬

guide system and a Gordon-type (88) variable coupler is

used. This coupler consists of two silvered brass strips

bolted to the waveguide to reduce the broad dimension

below cut-off, A moveable, tapered teflon block is then

used to vary the length of the cut-off region. This

variable coupling system is also operated from the top

of the cryostat and it gives a wide, smooth coupling

range. The cavity, sample, tuning rod and variable

coupler are shown assembled in fig, 4,4,

c) The range of microwave power level. It was found

necessary to have a wide range of microwave power level,

over which the spectrometer would operate, in order to

investigate saturation effects. Previously (83) the

spectrometer only operated over about 5 db due to poor

frequency stabilisation and i.f. amplifier trouble. After

modifications, which are described in the next two sections,

the power range is approximately 1 u.watt to 10 milliwatts.

The power is varied with a calibrated attenuator

(0 - 40 db ), The absolute value at high powers was

obtained using a ¥ayne-Kerr milliwattmeter (type U.28l).

d The i.f. amplifier and the second_detector.
A combined balanced mixer and 30 Mc/s amplifier
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(type no, 30/14/p), supplied by Decca, replaces the old

single-ended system. As explained in c) , it is desirable

to have a wide power range} the maximum i.f. gain of* 54 db

in the Decca amplifier was found to be insufficient for

this purpose. However, when any of the other available

i.f, strips were added, the combination oscillated at

high gain and large amounts of 50 c/s hum appeared at

low gain due to operating the valves near cut off. To

overcome this difficulty, another stage and a second

detector were built into the Decca strip in place of the

existing cathode follower, see fig. 4.5# This system

was found to be very satisfactory. The response curve

of the i.f. amplifier was tuned to be flat over about

5 Mc/s. The overall gain is now about 75 db which is

adequate for all the power levels used. A d.c. bias

from wet cells, trickle charged continuously, reduces

the gain by up to 40 db when required. D.c. heating is

employed for the valves of the i.f. amplifier.

The second detector is simply a silicon diode

chosen for its low noise characteristic and a tuned

circuit. A12?'piece of coaxial cable then leads to a

small audio-frequency (a.f.) amplifier of standard

design, giving a gain of around 100. This amplifier

gives two outputs, one to the s.k. automatic frequency
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control system and one for the video display of the

resonance signal# The amplifier and second detector are

also shown in fig. 4.5.

e) Frequency stabilisation. The automate frequency

control (a.f.c.) system for both s.k. and l.o. have been

redesigned. There is a considerable improvement in both

stability and simplicity of operation. The latter is

often very important ( when the lifetime of the liquid

helium imposes a restriction on the experimenting time,

for example). For a discussion of a.f.c. systenssee e.g.

Reekie (83), Poole (108), Henning (90) and Jung (91).

(i) S.k.a.f.c. For e.s.r, detection over a wide

temperature range the only satisfactory stabilisation

scheme is one which involves "locking" the s.k, frequency

to the resonant frequency of the cavity. Reekie's system

used 5 Mc/s modulation of the s.k. repeller voltage. This

system proved to be very difficult to operate, partly

because the 5 Mc/s sidebands were not always within the

cavity resonance response when the (J of the cavity was

high. The new circuit is shown in fig. 4.6. The repeller

of the klystron is modulated at 470 kc/s, so that the

reflected microwaves from the cavity contain 470 kc/s

components which are amplitude and phase dependent on the
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difference between the cavity resonant frequency and

the klystron frequency. These reflected components are

detected at the balanced mixer, amplified in the i.f.

amplifier,as modulation of the 30 Mc/s, detected at the

second detector, amplified and phase adjusted in the

a.f. amplifier and fed to the circuit shown in fig.4.6.

This circuit is built in one box and consists of an

oscillator stage, the coils of which are wound on a

Vinkor ferrite pot core, a 470 kc/s amplifier stage

consisting of two E.F,80s and two Radiospares 470 kc/s

transformers, and a floating, two diode phase sensitive

detector (p.s.d.). A d.c. voltage of up to +50 v. is

generated at the p.s.d. There is a tendency for the

a.f.c. system to oscillate when the cavity is nearly

critically coupled and it may then be necessary to

reduce the gain of the system by means of the variable

5 kJ\ in the cathode of the first stage. Screening

between the oscillator and the amplifier was also found

to be necessary.

470 kc/s was chosen as the modulating frequency

for the following reasons:

A) 470 kc/s is not near any signal components,

B) 470 kc/s passes through the i.f. amplifier

undistorted.
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C) 470 kc/s transformers are available commercially.

The maximum modulation broadening produced by

470 kc/s sidebands is approximately 0,15 gauss, which

is negl^ble in all the resonance lines observed (see

chapter V). However, a modulation depth of 60 millivolts

is applied to the s.k, repeller and this modulation

corresponds theoretically to less than 10$ of the micro¬

wave power lost in the sidebands. This means that the

observable broadening is probably negligible in nearly

all cases. The loop gain of this a.f.c, system is several

hundred,

(ii) L,o,a.f.c. The function of the l.o.a.f.c,

is to keep the frequency difference between the two

klystrons fixed.

An i.f. signal ( 30 Mc/s) is derived by mixing the

two klystron frequencies at a magic tee (see a)). This

signal is detected at a crystal and is fed by 12M of

coaxial cable to the circuit shown in fig. 4.7. After one

stage of amplification the signal is fed to a Foster-Seely

discriminator. This discriminator gives an error voltage

proportional to the difference between the signal

frequency and the frequency to which the Foster-Seely

coils are tuned. The discriminator characteristic, as
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viewed when the s.k, is swept through a range of frequency,

is an S-shaped curve. The error voltage derived is fed as

a correction voltage to the 1.0. repeller (after amplif¬

ication) by means of a constant current device (the 6 BR7

pentode). A meter in the cathode of a cathode follower

(very high effective impedance) is used to monitor the

repeller voltage. The Foster-Seely coils were tuned until

the S-shaped curve (+^ 30 v,) was centred on the flat

top of the i.f. response curve, by observing both

simultaneously on an oscilloscope as the s.k. repeller

voltage was swept repeatedly. Since the i.f. amplifier

response is flat for a few Mc/s, modulation noise from

the klystrons is reduced considerably when the frequency

separation of the klystrons is set exactly in the centre

of the flat top. Construction of the system is such that

fine tuning of the two coils may be made while the

spectrometer is in operation; the position of minimum

noise being observed visually,

f) Setting ug procedure.

i) The s.k. reflector voltage is swept by means

of a saw-tooth voltage, derived from the

oscilloscope time-base, and amplified by a

simple triode amplifier. The s.k, mode, as

observed at one of the balanced detecting
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crystals, is then observed on the oscilloscope,

ii) The mechanical tuning of the s.k, is adjusted until

the cavity resonance is observed in the centre of

the mode.

iii) The cavity coupling is set to near critical

coupling i.e. nearly all the power is absorbed

and the observed dip goes to near the baseline,

iv) The mechanical tuning and the reflector voltage of

the l.o. are adjusted to give beats on the left

hand side of the s.k. mode.

v), The voltage sweep is switched off,

vi) The s.k. reflector voltage (fine control) and the

i.f. gain are adjusted until the cavity resonance

is observed on the second detector current meter,

vii The second detector current is maximised by varying

the l.o. frequency. The l.o.a.f.c. meter should

trace out an S-shaped curve as the frequency varies,

viii) The l.o.a.f.c. is switched on.

ix The required power level is set on the attenuator,

x) The i.f. gain control and the coupling are adjusted

until the minimum second detector current (corres¬

ponding to the cavity dip) is approximately 300A,

The stability of the spectrometer is best when not

too near critical coupling; the reflection coeffic—
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lent normally being 0.02. The s.k.a.f.c. meter

should trace out an S-shaped curve as the s.k.

frequency is varied,

xi) The s.k.a.f.c. is switched on.

Both klysti-ons should now be stabilised and the

second detector current should be constant. If the cavity
■■ i

is slightly mistuned with the quartz rod, correction
■ .f i * ' •

voltages should register on the two a.f.c. meters, and the

second detector should remain constant,

xii) The filtered output (0-10 kci/s) from the a.f.
•i

amplifier is displayed on the oscilloscope.

xiii) Fine adjustment of the bridge is made using the
*v . . .. ** ;

s.s.t., to obtain the least nois^ trace.
xiv) Fine adjustment of the reflector voltages may also

be made, to ensure the stabilisation systems are

operating on the centre of the correction character-.

istics.

i-xiv) normally takes less than five minutes.

g) The magnetic field,

(l) The Magnet, A 7" shimmed Newport electro-magnet

was used. This magnet has a homogeneity of better than

0.2 g/cm parallel to and 0,4 g/cm perpendicular to the
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pole pieces; this is more than adequate for all the

experiments described in chapter V. A Newport power

supply (Mark IX B), with post-stabiliser provides, the

magnet current. The post-stabiliser was found to be a

considerable improvement over the power supply alone,

e.g. the noise observed on a trace from DPPH is now

nearly the same, whether on or off the line; previously

the noise increased by at least five times when the field

was set on the centre of the DPPH line.

(ii) The field sweep. For the experiments in chapter

V it was found that a versatile sweep unit was required

e.g. to sweep over several thousand gauss in a short time,

to observe passage effects, or to sweep slowly over about

twenty gauss (or less).to observe the Am = 2 spectrum.

The circuit used is basically a Miller integrator and is

shown in fig. 4.8, Using the various settings of the

resistors 1-^6 and a->d, it is possible to obtain a wide

range of sweeps, e.g. setting la sweeps about 3000 gauss

in 9 minutes and setting 5d sweeps 300 gauss in 30

minutes. It is also possible to sweep either field in¬

creasing (up) or field decreasing (down), but usually

only the 'up' mode was used to avoid hysteresis trouble.

Since this is a current sweep, the linearity over

thousands of gauss is not good; however, calibrations
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of the sweeps were made in terms of gauss v. time and the

necessary corrections may be made. For fast sweeps, these

calibrations were made by using a coil with an accurately

known area arid directly recording the output on a Kipp

micrograph BD2j for slow sweeps the potentiometer (see

•measurement') and a stop watch were used.

(iii) The field modulation. kodulation of the field

is applied by a Helmholtz pair mounted in parallel with

the magnet coils. The usual modulation frequencies used

were 50 c/s for video display and 280 c/s for pen recording.

The maximum available modulation from the 280 c/s system

is around 10 gauss peak to peak - this modulation depth

is monitored on a voltmeter calibrated in gauss.

(iv) Field measurement. The absolute value of the

magnetic field?at the sample?was measured with a proton

resonance meter^to obtain high accuracy. The circuit,
which uses transistors for convenience, is shown in fig,k,9•

When this was made, a transistorised version of a proton

resonance meter was not available in the literature and

the circuit was developed independently. Circuits have

appeared since, however (e.g. (109) ); and no special merit
is claimed for the one in fig. 4,9» This circuit is

essentially a grounded base Colpitis oscillator, whose
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loop gain is controlled by d,c. feedback from the detector

diode such that the system acts as a marginal oscillator.

Two sample probes were used, one for measuring fields

around 1500 gauss and the other for fields around 33oo

gauss. These probes were made by winding a few turns of

wire round a small test-tube filled with glycerol. The

trimmer 0«200 Jo F is adjusted until the oscillator level,
as observed on the meter, is approximately 60y^gamps. The
proton signal was usually observed on an oscilloscope

with the field modulated at 280 c/s. (2. gauss peak to peak).
It is found that this marginal oscillator can be

'locked in', over a few hundreds of c/s, to another

oscillation in the vicinity of the oscillator coil. A

Solartron frequency synthesiser (type DO 10001), which
7

has a stability of better than 1 in 10 and a direct

reading accuracy of 10 c/s, is used to provide this

reference oscillation.

There is not sufficient space between the pole pieces

to insert the probe when the metal cryostat is irx place

and the method used to measure a given resonance field,

is as follows. The proton resonance probe, mounted

rigidly on a piece of wood, is placed centrally, directly

behind the square tail of the metal dewar, in the same

horizontal plane as the e.s.r, sample. The magnet runs
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on rails and two positions are marked (about 3Mapart)

such that either the e.s.r. sample or the probe is

centrally placed in the magnet (call them position

A and B respectively). The required resonance field

position e.g. "*"S ^oun<* ^y observing the pen recorder

and varying the manual field control. The magnet is then

moved from position A to position B and, using the same

modulation to ensure no change in the magnet power supply,

the proton resonance is found by varying the appropriate

capacitors. The frequency of the resonance is then

measured with the frequency synthesiser. The above method

requires a reasonable signal to noise ratio from the

e.s.r. signal and a stable power supply. The accuracy of

this method is estimated to be better than jh jg gauss.

For less accurate, but quicker measurements of

magnetic field, the voltage developed by the magnetic

current across a 0.01 ohm resistor, is measured using a

direct reading potentiometer. The e.m.f. generated was

calibrated in gauss, using the proton resonance meter.

This method can give field readings to + 3 gauss^or better^
but in the magnet used,the variations in field due to

hysteresis were such that this method was not very

reliable.
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h) Presentation of the e.s.r. signal.

Three methods were used to observe an e.s.r.

signal: (i) Video display,

(ii) Pen recorder display and

(iii) Digital memory oscilloscope (d.m.o.) display.

(i) Video display. The filtered (0-10 kc/s) output

from the a.f, amplifier is observed directly on a Tel-

equipment double beam oscilloscope, triggered at the same

frequency as the field modulation (usually 50 c/s). The

resonance signal can then be observed directly on the

oscilloscope by manual control of the magnetic field. This

method of display was used to observe large signals and

to line up the spectrometer.

(ii) Pen recorder display. In this method the band¬

width is reduced from the 10 kc/s of (i) to about 1 c/s.

This results in increased sensitivity but increases the

time taken to observe a signal. A small 280 c/s field

modulation is applied by the Helmholtz ceils to the sample

and, if there is any absorption of microwave power, there

is a resultant 280 c/s component in the output from the

a.f. amplifier. This component is amplified in a narrow

band amplifier (n.b.a.), fed to a phase sensitive detector

and displayed on a pen recorder. The pen recorder used is
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a Kipp Micrograph. BD2. Some of the electronics associated

with the 280 c/s system and their operation may be

briefly described as follows:

The 280 c/s oscillator and power amplifiers The

original 280 c/s is derived from a Wien bridge oscillator

with thermistor stabilisation. The circuit is similar to

a design of Hickman (llO) but the gain of the second

stage has been reduced and a modification has been made

such that two outputs, which can be phase shifted with

respect to each other, may be obtained. One of these

outputs is constant (60 v.) and is used as a reference

signal for the p.s.d,} the other output is variable and

is fed to a Williamson power amplifier (92) which drives

the Helmholtz modulation coils through a matching trans¬

former. In order that the frequency of the modulation

may be matched exactly to the tuned n.b.a., there is a

fine frequency control on the oscillator.

The n.b.a. and p.s.d,z The n.b.a. is a twin-T type

which causes phase shifts for variations in frequency. For

this reason, the stability of the system was found to be

best with the relatively wide bandwidth of 22 c/s. The

purpose of a n.b.a. is to remove higher harmonics of

280 c/s and to reduce distortion from 50 c/s pick-up}
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22 c/s bandwidth, is quite sufficient for this purpose.

A stepped gain control is fitted to the n.b.a. The p.s.d.

is of the Schuster type (93). Only a signal of the same

frequency and phase as the reference signal (or an even

harmonic) gives a significant output. Time constants of

0.1, 0.3, 1 and 5 seconds may be selected. The normal

output mode is a balanced output of a few millivolts for

the Kipp pen recorder.

The setting up procedure JThe method used to line

up the 280 c/s system is as follows: The reference signal

to the p.s.d. and the output from the n.b.a. are displayed

simultaneously on the oscilloscope; the magnetic field

is varied until a resonance is observed} the frequency is

then varied to give a maximum output from the n.b.a. and

the phase of the signal is adjusted to coincide with the

reference signal; the modulation depth is adjusted for

maximum sensitivity and minimum distortion (see e.g. (83)

and (9*0).

(iii) The digital memory oscilloscope (d.m.o.).

One other method of presenting spectra was sometimes
d m 0.

used. A Northern Scientific^ (type NS 513), which averages
out noise by comparing successive sweeps through

resonance, is available. This instrument requires
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an unbalanced output of approximately 1 volt from the

p.s.d. In operation, the sweep facility from the d.m.o.

is used to drive the magnet (after a slight modification

to the magnet power supply). The magnet is allowed to settle

into a fixed hysteresis cycle before the sweeps are

memorised, so that the starting point is always the same.

The most usual mode of operation is to compare the output

of the p,s,d, for ten 10 sec. sweeps with a p,s.d, time

constant of 0.1 sec. The output from the memory may then

be recorded directly,

j) The sensitivity. Small crystals of CuSO^ ♦ 5HgO
12

were used to obtain the experimental estimate of 4 x 10

as the minimum detectable number of spins per unit line

width, using a power level of 10 milliwatt, a loaded Q

of 3000, a bandwidth of 1 c/s and optimum modulation

depth at room temperature. The limiting factors in the

present set-up are microphonics in the long cavity arm

and s.k, noise at power levels greater than about 0,1 milli¬

watt. The latter could be reduced by using a less noisy

klystron or a phase locked source, although the latter

would not have the useful facility of a wide tuning range*
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4,3 The helium cryostat.

The cryostat, used for experiments at helium

temperatures, is a rebuilt version of that described by

Reekie (83), The main construction is of brass except where

indicated on the diagram (fig. 4,10), A single walled helium

can, approximate capacity 1 litre, is joined to the top-

plate by a stainless steel tube (0,02M thick). The radiation

shield consists of an annular liquid nitrogen container

which is connected to the stainless steel tube by a copper

plate at the top end of the cryostat (to give a cold spot).
This container is also connected to a copper tube encasing

the narrow tail of the helium can. The whole assembly is

surrounded by an outer can and the vacuum space is pumped

—5
to at least 10 torr. The main pumping system consists of

a backing pump (Edwards SP 30 B) and an oil diffusion pump

(Edwards 102), A Penning gauge is used to measure the

vacuum in the outer can and the pressure in the inner can

(^1 torr) is measured using a mercury manometer.

The barrel projecting irom the tail contains a quartz

lens and a vacuum-tight room temperature quartz window. The

window in the helium can is similar to a design by Roberts

(96) in which a quartz disc is attached to an annealed,

spun copper foil by means of Araldite ( type i). Some
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difficulty was experienced with this window; if too

much Araldite is used the quartz disc is crushed by

differential contraction, and if too little is used the

vacuum seal quickly goes. The copper foil is soldered to

the helium can with Wood's metal.

The heat leak of this cryostat, before reconstruction,

was 250 milliwatts which corresponds to a working helium

lifetime of about 30 minutes. This leak rate was measured by

observing the boil-off rate of liquid nitrogen in the helium

can (with a soap bubble in a glass tube). In the recon¬

struction, great care was taken to ensure good thermal

contact between the liquid nitrogen can and both the cold

spot and the copper sheath. The connecting plate and the

sheath are made from and jg" copper respectively. Vacuum
grease and indium are used liberally at the connections. A

copper box structure (not in the diagram), connected to the

copper sheath, fits over the projecting window of the

helium can to minimise radiation losses. A 'cold' quartz

window can be fitted in this box to reduce radiation still

further. To ensure no contact between the various tubing

in the tail, where the tolerances are of the order of a

mm or two, nylon screws are used to locate the tubes

precisely and firmly. By means of this reconstruction

the heat leak has been reduced to less than 50 milliwatts.
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The cryostat proved to be difficult to fill, because

of the large amount of metal in the restricted space of

the tall. A helium level may be obtained, however, if

liquid nitrogen is used to precool the helium can and
•i

if a very long transfer tube is used to direct the helium

right down past the cavity. Without irradiation or

pumping, the liquid helium level remains above the cavity

for about 7 hours; with filtered irradiation from the

1000 watt U.V, lamp, the liquid helium lasts 2 ^ hours at

1.4°K; 1.4°K corresponds to the lowest pressure attainable

with the existing helium pumping system while the U.V.

light is directed on the sample.

The waveguide between the top of the cryostat and

the cavity is of 0.02n stainless steel. Between the

fcold spotand the top of the variable coupler, this

waveguide is filled with a tapered block of teflon. The
'

*

purpose of this teflon block is to avoid troublesome,

varying reflections as the helium level falls; there is

a hole through this block to allow free passage of the

quartz tuning rod.

a) Level indicator. A level indicator is necessary

in a metal cryostat. A capacity, rather than a resistance

type was chosen, since this gives more positive readings,

especially during filling, when knowledge of the level
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position is important. The level indicator designed is

shown in fig. 4.11. The capacitor C is made from two

concentric copper-nickel tubes isolated from each other

by perspex spacersj several small holes are cut in the

outer tube to allow free entry for the liquid helium. The

capacitor is fixed to the stainless steel waveguide (but

isolated from it) in the tail and covers the important

region between the 'cold spot' and the top of the cavity.

The dielectric constant of helium is 1.048 and a

capacity change of about 4 p.F. is obtained between

•empty' and 'full'. The capacity measuring circuit is also

shown in fig. 4.11. The current registered on the meter

is proportional to the capacity of C and to the frequency

and voltage of the input square wave. The square wave

signal is produced by an Advance HI signal generator.

Greater sensitivity is achieved by backing-off C with a

similar capacity. The trimmer is used to zero set the

meter i.e. to make the two capacities equal. This system

was found both sensitive and stable and quite adequate

for our purpose.

4.4 The optical arrangement.

A Philips SP 1000 lamp provides the U.V. light

source; this is a high pressure mercury arc and is
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cooled by a 1 gallon/min. water flow. The d,c. power

supply is basically a bridge rectifier and was designed

to give 1000 volts, open circuit, and 4 amps, short

circuit. The light is produced over a small area

(1.5 x 0,4 cm) which permits efficient focussing of the

U,V, on the sample. Most of the output of this lamp is in

the visible and infra-red regions, so a good filtering

system is necessary. After filtering with a Kasha (7)

nickel/cobalt sulphate solution, it is estimated that at

least 10"*"^ U.V. quanta/sec. reach the sample. The filter

holder and the scheme for irradiation are shown in

fig, 4.4. The liquid container of the filter holder is

5 cm long and there are cooling coils in the outer tubes

and in the liquid. Chance glass filters may be fitted

in the tube between the filter solution and the cryostat.

A square ended polarizing prism, supplied by Hilger and

Watt, may also be fitted in this tube section. The light
o

transmission of the polarizing prism at 3200 A is

approximately 30 $.

4.5 Operation at temperatures down to 77°K.

It was found that a gas flow system was the most

satisfactory method of operating down to 77°K« Two
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separate gas flow systems were used. In one method

(see 83), nitrogen gas, cooled by passage through a coil

immersed in liquid nitrogen, is passed through a tube

running down the cavity arm inside the metal cryostat,

and is then directed on the sample through a *>♦ * hole

in the cavity wall opposite the irradiation slits, A

flow of about 8 l/min. is sufficient to keep the sample

near 77°K during irradiation. The liquid nitrogen can of

the cryostat is kept filled during operation to help the

cooling process, A thermo-couple is used to measure the

temperature. In the other method, use is made of the

cavity developed for optical studies, see fig, 6,4, A

quartz sample holder, with an evacuated outer jacket,

fits into the cavity and cold nitrogen is passed over

the sample. Both systems have been found satisfactory but,

although more complex in operation, the first method

was used to obtain most of the liquid nitrogen results

presented in the following chapter,

^•6 Pulse experiments.

In addition to the C,W, e.s.r. spectrometer des¬

cribed in section 4,2, some experiments were conducted

using an e.s.r, relaxation spectrometer. This spectrometer

consists of a normal e.s.r, superhet system plus a high

power klystron. The system was constructed by J.M.S,
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Hutchison and is described in his thesis (98) and in

(99)• A pulse of up to rj- watt of microwave power may be

fed to the cavity from a Varian X-13 klystron. This

pulse, which is variable in length, may be synchronized

to the field modulation and applied at any point of the

modulation cycle; this facility makes it possible to

burn holes in inhomogeneously broadened lines (see

section 5*9)• The cryostat and the cavity, described

previously, may be connected to the relaxation spectro¬

meter by means of a five foot waveguide section. This

arrangement was used to obtain the results described
? * 4 r

in section 5«9.
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS OF THE E.S.R. EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Introduction.

In this chapter, the results of e.s.r. experiments

on the optically excited triplet states of triphenylene

and coronene in a rigid glass are described and discussed

The main aims of the measurements are: the investigation

of the sign and absolute value of D at helium temperature

the measurement of the two important time constants in¬

volved in any study of excited states"viz T^ and ;
and to test for the presence of temperature dependent

distortions in the lowest triplet state of these two

molecules, which have theoretically predicted degeneracie

in the ground and excited states.

The triphenylene and coronene used were obtained

from Light & Co.; no further purification was attempted.

Several solvents were used to form the rigid glasses; the

ethanol, methanol and cyclohexane used were the 'special

for spectroscopy1 grade of B.D.H, Ltd.; the alphanol 79

(a mixture of primary alcohols) was obtained from I.C.I,

and the decalin from Hopkins & Williams.
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5.2 The variation of D with temperature.

The only known measurements of the variation of D

with temperature are those of Thomson (82), who measured

the D splitting of triphenylene and coronene between

77°K and room temperature. It seemed logical to extend

this study to helium temperatures, especially as the

measurements on coronene by Reekie (83) did not agree

with the theoretical predictions (see section 2,7).

From equations 3,11— 3.13 we obtain

(H»» - H")
I D| = gP —2 — 5.1

2

2

)d\ = 3 ( £ _ (gpH min)2 )2 5.3
k

The H peaks were not usually observed experimentally}

thus equations 5.2 or 5.3 must be used to determine fDj .

An error of 5 gauss at HM• and HM leads to an
x x

error of 0.5$ in |Dl at X-band when (Dl^O.l cm"''', An

error of 5 gauss at H . leads to an error of 2$ in / DI .min ' '

Thomson observed a change of about 5$ in |D) between

77°K and 300°K, thus an accuracy of at least 0.5$ is

desirable; this implies field measurement to an accuracy
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of about 1 gauss and 5 gauss for the H j and Hx peaks
respectively. In spite of the apparent conclusion that the

H peaks give a more accurate result, the H . peak
x ° ' mm

was used to determine |D] for the following reasons:

a) the AM = 2 spectrum is more intense than the

A M = 1 spectrum,
V

b) the AM = 2 spectrum is less liable to saturation

effects, and
*" *

c) the AM = 2 spectrum is narrower and is thus
«

easier to set the field accurately on the peak.

The accuracy of the Philips direct-reading wavemeter,

used in the determination of the microwave frequency,

is about 2 Mc/s which corresponds to an error of 0,2

in /D| , As stated in section k,2g the accuracy of the

field measuring method used is about ^ gauss. The limiting
factor in accuracy is the setting of the magnetic field

on the H . peak; this may be difficult if any saturation
nun

occurs, since there may be distortion of the lineshape

and transient effects when resonance is approached. The

latter effect may lead to an apparent peak several gauss

below the true peak position if the field is increasing.

In calculating |D) the correction factors derived in

section 3.6 were used. The average results from several
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helium runs were as follows:

|D| ( cm "1)
Temperature Triphenylene Coronene

77 °K
4.2 °K

3.4 °K

1.5 °K

0.1345+0.0005

0.1351+0.0005

0.1350+0.0005

0.0970+0.0005

0,0971+0.0005

0.0971+0.0005

0.0972+0.0005

The temperature measurements were made using a thermo-

Using the results of Thomson , in addition to those

above, jD) is plotted against temperature for coronene

in fig, 5.1. Thomson obtained his results from molecules

in a lucite host matrix and his values of (D) are slightly

higher than those obtained in a rigid glass. The two sets

of results have been adjusted to coincide at 77°K. It can

be seen that there is little variation in |D| below 77°K,
as is predicted by simple theory (see section 2.7).

The anomalous results obtained by Reekie were almost

certainly due to saturation effects. He used power levels

couple at 77 °K and a mercury manometer(to measure the
helium vapour pressure]at 4.2°K etc. The accuracy is
estimated as ±0.1°K at helium temperatures and up to 5°K
on the high side at 77°K.
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of around 7 milliwatts, whereas the results shown above

were all obtained using power levels not greater than

100 microwatts. Heekies value of Oj£)44jh 0.0015 for the

Z.F.S. of coronene at 1.6°K corresponds to an error of

15 gauss on the low field side. He was probably also

optimistic about the accuracy of the potentiometer method

for measuring the magnetic field; great care is necessary

in this method to avoid hystereris effects,

Marechal•s theory (84) for the variation of D with

temperature was introduced in section 2.7c. The equation

2.4 was derived by assuming = 0 (i.e. no Jahn-Teller

instablities). To use this formula it is necessary to

estimate the ratio of, Ham and Huedenberg (38) show?
3

theoretically, that the lowest triplet is the state
3

and the nearest upper triplets are the degenerate

3
and states. They also show that the separation

between these states is 1600 cm~"^ for triphenylene and

1300 cm"^ for coronene, Chiu (77) calculates D for some

of the various possible electronic configurations of

triphenylene and coronene and, in the process, shows

that if all two center integrals are included

<f1 I f <r#i> - V IfM f
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o

where corresponds to the La state and to the
3

B& state. V/hen only nearest neighbours are included
he obtains

<f1|f(r)|jt'1> i <^Jf(r)/fw>
i.e. A - S andA- 2& respectively.

Equation 2,4 was computed for various values of

E+ andA/£. The results for E+ = 700cm"""'" and E+ = 500cm'*"'"
are plotted in figure 5.1 forA= , A good fit to the

experimental points for coronene (see solid line on

fig. 5.1) is obtained with E+ =* 150 cm**1 and A = 10S; these

values, however, probably do not represent the true

physical situation. The assumptions made in the derivation

of equation 2,4, viz. a free molecule, only one effective

upper state and no molecular instabilities are likely to

be invalid, especially at higher temperatures. Also,

since the molecule is in a solid matrix, interaction with

the lattice could lead to a temperature effect due to

changes in the host matrix. The most serious inaccuracy

in equation is probably the assumption that ^ = 0 }

Marechal does quote an equation which includes motional

effects but this is almost impossible to apply to any

results, as it appears to be only applicable when

E+ = 3^00 cm*''". His claim that the formula quoted reduces
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2
to 2,14, when A a 0, is quite incorrect and gives on©

little confidence in the theory.

In conclusion, it may be said that there is qualit¬

ative, but not quantitative agreement between the

experimentally observed variation of D with temperature

and existing theory.

5.3 The sign of P.

It was shown in section 3.5 that, in principle, the

sign of the Z.F.S. parameter D could be determined by

observing the e.s.r. spectrum at low temperatures. Whether

this is possible in practice depends on having a good

signal to noise ratio from the AM = 1 peaks and on whether

the assumption of a Boltzmann distribution within the three

levels is valid.

Some typical spectra are shown in fig§. 5.2->5.4. It

can be seen that, although the AM « 1 transitions always

appear as an integral spectrum, the m 2 transitions

appear either as the usual derivative, or as a mixture

of integral and derivative. This can be explained as an

'intermediate passage' effect (sec appendix), and implies

that the spins are not always in equilibrium for the

sweep speeds and power levels used. The triplet state
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spectrum constitutes a very broad inhomogeneously

broadened line; each molecular orientation with respect

to the magnetic field giving rise to three 'spin packets*.

In such a broad line the integral component can easily

dominate. It is shown in the next section that the spin

lattice relaxation time of the molecules examined

is of the order of 10 milliseconds i.e. td T..» 1
ta 1

and the condition for 'passage* is easily fulfilled.

The normal derivative of the /\M «= 1 spectrum could not

be observed for any of the available sweep speeds and

microwave power levels. The AM * 2 spectrum, however,

could easily be observed as a derivative; the reasons

for this are twofold (a) the = 2 transitions are semi-

forbidden and therefore the effective power in a given

time interval is less than in a AM #= 1 transition and

(b) the spectrum is narrower and there is less tendency

for the derivative components to cancel each other. It

can also be seen from the spectra shown that the Hz peaks
were not usually observable. Therefore, to determine the

sign of D, the intensity ratio of the two Hx peaks

(1^* / must be measured.
Great care is necessary when measurements of signal

height are made under passage conditions, since the

height of the integral spectrum is a function of the
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(a) R = 1500 g/min,
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fig. 5.5
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modulation depth and sweep speed. An illustration of

the effect of varying the sweep speed is shown in fig, 5 • 5»

where one Hx edge is swept at three different speeds
under otherwise identical experimental conditions. It

may be noted that a fast sweep may lead to signal enhance¬

ment in a broad line under passage conditions. Also the

field sweep is not linear and a correction to the observed

ratio must be made. Using a field calibration of the

sweep, the difference in the speeds at 4000 gauss and

2500 gauss (the approximate positions of the Hx peaks)
was found to be 15 Knowing this and the variation of

signal height with sweep speed, the ratio was

estimated to be a factor of l,o4 too high due to the

non-linear sweep. This correction factor has been applied

to the results quoted in the following table.

The effect of the differential component on the

total signal must be considered, although its presence

is not obvious in the observed spectra. Unlike the

integral component, the sign of the differential component

is not a function of sweep direction. This means that the

observed ratio may be different in the two cases. It may

be seen by studying the computed spectra in fig, 3.9

and 3.10 that 1^*1 /I" is increased for field decreasing
and decreased for field increasing, if the differential
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component is at all significant. It is thus necessary

to observe the ratios for the field swept up and down.

The results obtained are shown in the following

table j

/I nt

Temper- Power Sweep
ature Speed

<£"J 'gj&in)
Experiment
Up Down

Theory
D>0 D<0

Trijxhenyl ene

1.5 K

1.5°K

1.5°K

l.5°K

4.2°K

4.2°K

2

10

10

10

100

10

500

900,

1500

2500

,200

900

1.31+.05 1.25+.07

1.33+,.03 1.28

I.32+.05

1.10+,1

I.05+.03

1.06+.04 1.05+.04

1.40 0.81

1.18 0.97

1.18 0.97

Coronene

1.5°K

4.2°K

4.5

24

500

500

1.20+.1 1.20+.1

1.00+.05

1.40 0.81

1.18 0.97

Where errors are quoted above, it indicates that

several recordings were taken under the same conditions;

the error indicates the spread of results. For sweep

speeds of 2000 g/min. and over it was found that the

ratio tended to unity.
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The theoretical estimates of the intensity ratio

are from the computer simulations in Chapter III. These

assume a constant linewidth.throughout the spectrum, which

is probably incorrect,(Experimental measurements on the

4M = 1 peaks did not show a variation which could not

be attributed to the non-linear field sweep.) A more

serious weakness of the theory is the assumption of a

Boltzmaim distribution^ since passage effects occur,

this assumption is unlikely to hold strictly. The effect

of an increased spin temperature is to reduce the ratio

towards unity. In spite of the theoretical and

experimental difficulties, however, the observed increase

in the ratio of I"/l,M between 4,2°K and 1,5°K indicatesx' x

fairly conclusively that D is positive in the molecules

coronene and triphenylene•

5.4 C,W. methods to determine T.

Some estimate of the spin-lattice relaxation time T^
is desirable. Bearing in mind the intention to observe

e.s.r. by optical methods, the relationship between

and tp is important. It would also be of interest to
know the relaxation processes in the excited triplet

states of organic molecules. This is the first known

attempt to measure T^ in the triplet states of organic
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molecules,

A determination of T.. in a random orientation of

triplet states is, in fact, difficult for several reasons.

The signals are weak and broad and the most intense

and narrow of the lines corresponds to a semi-forbidden

transition. Attempts at pulse and recovery methods

failed for these reasons (see section 5.9). It was,

however, possible to observe the intensity of the All = 2

spectrum as a function of microwave power (see fig, 5*6 -

5.8); this is known as a progressive saturation method

(e.g. (100) ), The main difficulty of this method is

relating the observed saturation behaviour to the theor¬

etical predictions.

It is well known (100) that the signal observed

under steady state saturation conditions is proportional

to , where W. . is the probability of a transition
1+Wi T1 10taking1^lace between levels i and j, (steady state impliei

that the time taken to pass through resonance is much

greater than T^)* When is perpendicular to Hq (100)
5. k

where g(i)) is the usual lineshape function.

The following approximations will be made (100)

5.5
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For spin — , 2W. . T, reduces to the well known*
2 ' 12

saturation factor Y2 H^T^T, •

ThejS| fi>\ ' part of was calculated in

section 3«^ and the average over all & was taken

to give Bl'dB etc. Let B13S^ the effective transition

probability for the A?1* = 2 spectrum simply be-f, Then

Two methods were used to vary the power level in

the spectrometer, such that measurements of relative

signal size could be made.

In method (a) tho microwave coupling and attenuator

were varied such that a constant reading on the second

detecto^urrent meter was maintained; the gain of the

system (i.f., n.b.a, etc.) were kept constant throughout

this procedure. Under non-saturation conditions the signal

is proportional to P2 in this method. (P is the micro-

In method (b) the coupling to the cavity was kept

constant and the i.f. gain was varied to keep the second

detector current constant. Unlike in method (a) the

power incident on the detecting crystal varies and after

correction by the i.f. gain the signal should be constant

under non-saturation conditions.

¥ 5.613 = Ah

wave power level).
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In method (a)
A

s a 5.7

1+2W13 T±

where S is the signal height.

The power absorbed in a rectangular

cavity (e.g. (7) ) is

P 2 — 5.8

2/*o *L
where V is the volume of the cavity.

For X-band frequencies and a of about 5000,

2
H7 V

this becomes

P £ 0,5 H2 5.9

where is expressed in gauss and P in watts

pi
s

1 + kr P Tp/AH 5,10

in this case may be taken as the modulation

depth (8 gauss). Thus, since the function P^/l+AP
has a maximum when AP = 1

T * £ 5#il
TP f

max

In figs,5.6 and 5.7» plots of experimental

observations using method (a) are given. The
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signal height was taken from recordings of the AM = 2

spectrum, obtained in the manner described in section

4,2 h (ii). The solid line corresponds to the

function P2 / 1 + AP,

In method (b)

s a i 5#12
1+2 W13 Tx

This may be rewritten as

P = C/S - B 5.13

where B and C are constants,

A plot of P against l/S thus yields the value

of B, the intercept on the P axis. It may be shown

that

T, - 5.14
T B f

The maintenance of constant second detector

current, in the above methods, ensures constant

stability throughout the experiments. These ex¬

periments were quite difficult to perform since,

in addition to the usual signal to noise prob3-ems»

long-term stability is important. It was found

necessary to complete a series of recordings with

only one setting-up procedure} e,g, if the a.f.c.
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system became unstabilised for some reason, the results

were, not always reproducible after restabilising the

spectrometer.

Using 5*11 and 5»1^» the following values for T1
were obtained

4,2°K (method (a)) 1•5°K (a) 1.5°K (b)

coroneue 3 msecs. 9 msecs. 18 msecs.

triphenylene 2 msecs. 6.5 msecs.

Let us now, however consider the 'steady state'

condition, used in the above argument, more closely.

The time taken to pass through resonance (Tri say) is,i v.

in our case, about ■ - where is the modulation»
2 V K

frequency (280 c/s), i.e. X ^ 2 milliseconds. This
means that^^^^ not X. R , The case when << T j

is discussed in the appendix. For S = ^ (using some
rather crude approximations), there appears to be about

a factor of four difference between the cases X ^ ^ T^
and X t, T- . This does not give one great confidenceK X

in the absolute accuracy of the results quoted above.

One partial solution to this dilemma would be to use

a different experimental arrangement e.g. to monitor

the d,c. output from a A M = 1 line at high fields;

X is then T^ and there will then also be no
transition probability complications. This type of
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experiment is, however, quite beyond the scope of

the present apparatus.

The relative magnitude of the values of ,

obtained above, are more likely to be valid than the

absolute values. The inference of the results is that

the relaxation processes in the triplet states of

triphenylene and coronene are direct,

5,5 The lifetimes of triplet states using e,s,r.

The triplet lifetimes were measured by setting

the magnetic field on the H . peak (the point ofmm

maximum deflection of the pen recorder). Using a fast

chart speed, the irradiating light was switched on and

off with a shutter arrangement. Typical recordings for

decay and recovery are shown in figs, 5,9 and 5 #10, The

response time of the spectrometer during these experi¬

ments was 0,5 sees, which does not significantly affect

the results. At 1.5°K it is very difficult to avoid

saturation effects and these together with the usual

signal to noise problems, make the experiments rather

inaccurate. The power levels used in the two recording

shown were 100 microwatts and 10 microwatts in figs. 5,9

and 5.10 respectively. The decay of the AM = 1 peaks

could not be observed in any reasonably quantitative
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way. The method used to determine the lifetime

from these experiments was as follows: The pen recordings

are intensity versus time plots. The value of a, b, c

etc. was noted at the points (a, 0), (b,At), (c, 2 At)

etc. where At is a fixed time interval (e.g. 5 sees.).

A new plot was then made of the points (a,b), (b,c),

(c,d) etc. on a linear scale (arbitrary units) as shown

beneath the experimental curves in figs. 5*9 and 5»10.

If the decay is exponential such a plot is a straight

line of gradient G and

X = At/In G 5.16
P

The ellipses and crosses in fig. 5*9 correspond

to the error estimated from the noise on the signal.

In fig, 5*10 only one such cross is shown. The rise

and decay times are thus equal within experimental error.

The ellipse below the line in fig. 5*9 corresponds to

an initial rise time, faster than the dominant exponential

term; this could be due to some saturation (optical or

spin saturation) or impurities, (e.g. see (lOl))*

A summary of the results for the decay times is

given in the following table.
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4.2°K 1.5°K 77°K

coronene 8+1 sec 9+1.5 8+1 7.9*

triphenylene 15.+1 sec 3.4.5+1 14.5+1 13.9*

The * results are those of de Groot and

van der Waals (48) which are shown for

comparison.

Thomson's results in plastics(82) indicate that the

lifetime of coronene is reduced to 5 sees, at room

temperature. There is probably a relationship between

the variation in lifetime and the variation of D with

temperature, e.g. the increase in population of the

higher vibrational levels will probably increase the

rate of radiationless transitions to the ground state.

Below 77°K the radiationless transitions appear to be

constant from the results. The fact that appears

to be constant below 77°K» confirms the results of

de Groot and van der Waals (57) » who measured %^ at
20°K for coronene and triphenylene. This behaviour is

characteristic of a molecule in which there are no

temperature dependent distortions; compare the lifetime

of benzene, which increases threefold between 77°K and

20°K - this behaviour may be explained (57) by a high

rate of tunnelling between equivalent conformations of the

benzene molecule.
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It may thus be concluded that these lifetime

studies of triphenylene and coronene at helium

temperatures confirm the results expected. A study
c

of benzene at helium temperatures would possibly yield

more interesting results, but unfortunately the triplet

state of benzene could not be detected.

5.6 The linewidth.

The linewidth quoted in the following table are

those of the AM = 2 resonance, measured by observing

the peak - peak separation of a derivative recording

using a calibrated sweep rate.

1.5°K 4.2°K 77°K

coronene

triphenylene

11.5+1 gat

16.5+1

ss 11+1

16.5+1

12+1

17+1

14+1*

18+1*

* are th^esults of de Groot and van

der Waals (48).

Smaller (49) has noted a solvent effect on the

linewidth, but no such effect was noted here for the

solvents used, Thomson (82) noted an increase of line-

width above 77°K for triphenylene in lucite and a

decrease in the linewidth of coronene in the same

temperature range, Within experimental error the above
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results are constant below 77°K. As in the case of the

triplet lifetime and D, this behaviour is to be ex¬

pected for a stable molecule in which the e.s.r. line-

width is mainly due to H.F.S,

5.7 Photoselection.

Photoselection of coronene has been reported by

Lhoste et al (53). The expectation that the transition

moment of triphenylene is in the molecular plane was

confirmed by recording the AM = 1 spectrum at 4.2°K
with the exciting light polarized parallel and anti-

parallel to the magnetic field. The intensity of the

A M = 1 peaks, with the electric vector parallel, was

about half the intensity of the peaks when the electric

vector was perpendicular to the field. No observable

change in the AM = 2 transition was noted. The intensity

of these signals was rather weak due to the reduction

of the U.V. exciting light by the polarizing prism and

the spectrum was not measured as a function of several

angles of the incident light to the field. The technique

has been well discussed in (53) and (54).
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5*8 The spectrum near g = 2.

In the spectra shown in figs. 5#2 and 5»^» it

may be see that there is always a resonance near the

g = 2 position ( ^ 3200 gauss). Most of this spectrum

arises from free radicals created from the solvent

molecules, by the U.V. irradiation. It was found that

as the free radical concentration increased over a period

of tens of minutes, the triplet state signal tended to

decrease. This effect has been observed by de Grcot and

van der Waals (57) and has been attributed to the free

radicals quenching the triplet. The radicals formed were

quite stable at helium temperatures and the radical

spectrum is thus easily distinguishable from the short¬

lived triplet spectrum. Usually this radical spectrum

showed very little structure. Cyclohexane/decalin in a

ratio of 1/3 was found to be the best glass from the

point of view of giving the weakest radical signal.

The double quantum transition mentioned in Chapter III

also occurs near g = 2. Since the probability of such a

transition occurring is only significant when the two

AM = 1 transitions coincide j fchis transition

gives a narrow, symmetrical line. This transition was

usually obscured by the free radical spectrum but the
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arrow in fig, 5.2 indicates what is thought to be <x

double quantum peak,

De Groot and van der Waals (51), in a study of the

double quantum transition in deuterated phi nanthrene,

showed that the signal size is proportional to the

microwave power level (and the size of the usual A M = 1

peaksThis means that for the very low power levels used

in the experiments here, the size of the d,q. transition

will probably be small, especially as it will not be

subject to •signal enhancement' by •intermediate passage'

since it is a narrow line,

5.9 Pulse experiments,

Experiments using high power microwave pulses were

conducted on apparatus, designed and constructed by

Hutchison; for a detailed discussion of this equipment

see (98) and (99) » it was also described briefly in

section 4,6, The intention was to improve the estimates

of T^ (section 5.4) using a pulse and recovery technique
(103). Unfortunately this was found to be impossible

in our case due to the difficulty of pulsing a forbidden

transition; the pulse must be longer or more powerful

to have the same effect as it would on an allowed transit¬

ion, The available equipment could not give the necessary
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pulse lengths or pulse power to observe the recovery

of the AM = 2 spectrum, Also the AM = 1 spectrum was
too

found to be/broad and too weak for this method in which

most of the spectrum must be covered by the field

modulation in order to observe the recovery.

However, one point of interest arose from experiments

on triphenylene using Hutchison's apparatus. It was

found that 'holes' could be burnt in the A M = 1 spectrum.

(Hole burning can occur when part of an inhomogeneously

broadened line is saturated with a pulse of microwave

power, see e.g. (.104),) Although no satisfactory conclusion

is reached in the following discussion, the observations

were considered to be of sufficient interest to merit

this preliminary account.

Fig. 5»H shows the results obtained when a pulse

was applied to one of the Hx edges of the AM = 1
spectrum, a) "hows the spectrum before the pulse,

b) after the pulse and c) shows the magnetic field

modulation, a) and b) are the outputs from the digital

memory oscilloscope after several repetitions of the

pulsing operation had been compared and stored in the

memory. It can be seen in the figure that, for one

pulse, at least three holes appear* Unfortunately it

was impossible to determine the exact number of these
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holes due to the shape of the edge, the weak signal

and modulation depth limitations. The peak - peak

modulation in fig. 5»H is approximately 50 gauss;

this implies that the separation of the holes (bottom

to bottom) is about 3 gauss. The modulation frequency

is 35 c/s in the figure. The results of fig. 5»H and the

observed relaxation rate in other resultant spectra leads

to an estimate of 10 milliseconds for the relaxation time

of the holes; this is of the same order as T^ from the
C.W, method.

In a random orientation of molecules in their triplet

state, the spectrum may be considered as an inhomogeneously

broadened line arising from a spin packets from each

orientation of the molecule with respect to the magnetic

field. The individual character of these spin packets

is not usually resolved because of overlap from neigh¬

bouring spin packets, but when the triplet molecules

are aligned in a crystal,some molecular orientations
show H.F.S. (10). To investigate any relationship between

the holes observed and H.F.S,, it is necessary to find

out what H.F.S. is expected from triphenylene when the

magnetic field is in the molecular plane (i.e. the Hx
edge).
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As explained on page 29, the splitting constant is

(a.T) = P Kx N7 a \ a a

for equivalent (a) C-H fragments. It is necessary to know

the triplet electron spin density (P) on the carbon

atoms in triphenylene.

The coefficients of the M.O.'s of triphenylene

have been calculated using the Htlckel method (105) and

a Hartree-Fock method (106), The results of the latter

are shown in fig, 5»12 for the levels 8 and 9, which

correspond to the highest filled energy levels, and for

the levels 10 and 11, which correspond to the lowest

unfilled levels. Each of these pairs of levels are

predicted to be degenerate. The numbering system adopted

for the carbon atoms is illustrated in fig, 5«12 a. If

it is assumed that there is no configuration interaction

and that the triplet state is represented by the 8, 10

or 9,11 configurations, it is found that the spin density

on all the C atoms is approximately ,

There are an infinite number of possible orientations

of the molecule with respect to the magnetic field

direction when the field is in the molecular plane.

Two of these orientations which give rise to a different

H.F.S, pattern, are shown in figs, 5*12 b and 5,12 c.
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In 5•12bthere are eight C-H fragments at 60° to

the field and four parallel to the field. Call the

60° protons a protons and the 0° protons 0 protons,

then from equation 2,8

K - 82 Mc/s,
0c

Kp ^ 33 Mc/s,
and the splitting constants are

(aN)a - gauss and

(aN^0 "* 0#7 ^auss.

The spectrum from molecules aligned as in fig, 5»12b

will thus be a 9 line spectrum with a separation of

1,7 gauss, each of the 9 lines being split into 5 lines

with a separation of 0,7 gauss.

In the case fig, 5»12 c where 8 a protons are at

30° to H and 4 0 protons are perpendicular to H

(aN)a - 1,1 gauss and (aN)p - 1,9 gauss.
Neither of these possible spectra bears much

relation to the hole pattern observed. With the small

splittings predicted above, the most likely spectrum

to be observed would simply be a Gaussian envelope of

superimposed lines. It may thus be said that this problem
k * f jr ' if f * ' -f

requires more careful theoretical and experimental

investigation.
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In defence of the H.F.S. theory, however, it

should be said that the e.s.r. spectrum of the triphenylene

negative ion (56) also bears no relation to the spectrum

predicted from simple spin density considerations.

Mc Lachlan and Mc Connell (107) have discussed the

latter prollem and come to the conclusion that the

anomalously large linewidths in the spectrum may result

from the removal of the degeneracy by the strongly polar

solvent used to obtain the negative ion. It may be

possible that there are Jahn-Teller distortions in the

triplet state of triphenylene which affect the H.F.S.

but not the Z.F.S. A fast tunnelling rate between

equivalent conformations might lead to such an effect.

The conclusion of Mc Lachlan and Mc Connell, that the

negative ion of benzene has a doubly degenerate state,

does not appear completely consistent with the observation

of removal of degeneracy in the triplet state of benzene

(57).

5.10 Conclusions.

Using e.s.r. techniques at helium temperatures the

triplet states of the symmetric molecules triphenylene

and coronene have been investigated.
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It has been possible to find both the sign and the
•' *. ' I ,y

absolute values of the Z,F.S. parameter D at helium

temperatures and to relate these values to those observed

at 77°K and above. These results, in general, confirm

the theoretical expectations and there is probably

no need to conduct an extensive study of the Z.F.S. of

similar molecules at helium temperatures. However,

Chiu (77)» Mc Cornell (73) and Mc Lachlan (72) have

suggested that there may be some molecules in which

the negative spin density is sufficient to change the

sign of D, If such a molecule is found experiments

similar to those described here will be necessary to

confirm the sign.

There is no direct evidence of any Jahn-Teller

distortions in triphenylene and coronene in these

experiments. Benzene would be an interesting molecule

to study at helium temperatures since there is still an

E splitting at 20°K and there is a large variation

in X
p between 77°K and 20°K. A study of the H.F.S.

of the triplet state spectra of all three of these

molecules would be of interest in determining whether

the theoretically predicted degeneracy is removed by

Jahn - Teller distortions. Such a study would obviate

the difficulty of using a strongly polar solvent (107)

to produce the negative ions of these molecules, but
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would require either, orientation of the molecules,

or some means of studying H.F.S. in a random orientation.

If the series of holes observed (section 5*9) in the

AM = 1 edge of triphenylene is due to H.F.S., this

method may yield this valuable information.

Rather crude measurements of X and T,, at helium
p 1»

temperatures, have been made in the two triplet states

studies. It is interesting to note that the relaxation

processes, in coronene, appear to be less efficient than

those in triphenylene, which is in direct contrast to

the X relaxation processes. It is thus possible that
P

molecules with a short X may have a relatively long T_.
P

If is of the order of (or greater than) £ in some

molecules, interesting results should be obtained from

the sort of experiment described in the next chapter

(see also Chapter VII).
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CHAPTER VI

THE APPARATUS FOR OPTICAL DETECTION OF E.S.R.

6,1 Introduction,

Apparatus used in the attempts to observe the optical

detection of e.s.r. in the excited triplet state of

triphenylene is described in this chapter. The aim was

to detect e.s.r. by monitoring the polarization of the

emission. As explained in Chapter X, this method should

have the widest application in optical detection studies

of the excited states of solids. There are, however, two

distinct methods in which changes in polarization may be

brought about and detected, these are:

(a) To detect changes in the polarization of the

emitted light as the magnetic field is swept linearly

through resonance, while a fixed frequency, constant power,

r.f. is incident on the sample. The resulting changes in

polarization should be continuous in a resonance of

finite width and this may be described as a •d.c.1 method.

(b) To detect changes in polarization which are

modulated at resonance by modulation of either the r.f.

or the magnetic field , i.e. an 'a.c,' method.



iig» 6.1 ueneral view of optical detection apparatus

(with the rotating polaroid system)
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When this project was started in 1964, no success¬

ful e.s.r. study of the excited states of solids by

monitoring polarization had been published, but Vrehen (ill)

had considered method (a)» In late 1965 Imbusch and

Geschwind ( 18) reported the observation of a resonance

4+ / \
from Mn in Alo0^ using a version of method (b)
(amplitude modulating the microwaves). No optical detection

of e.s.r. by any method in the triplet states of organic

molecules has been reported, and no direct comparison
t

between e.s.r, and optical detection has been made.

The methods used to produce a suitable emitted light

beam from a sample at helium temperatures, while applying

both magnetic and r,f, fields to a continuously U.V.

irradiated sample, are described in sections 6.2—6.8,

In section 6.9 three detection systems are discussed, two

using d.c. detection and the other, a.c. detection. A

general photograph of the equipment (with the rotating

polaroid detection system) is shown in fig. 6,1.

The apparatus developed and described here was found

to be sensitive and reliable and similar systems should

prove successful in the promising field of optical

detection of e.s.r.
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6.2 The dewar.

To obtain maximum possible sensitivity it was decided

to use helium temperatures. A 'cold finger' dewar similar

to the one described by Hornig and Hyde (47) was used.

Tte2-g-" gap in the existing magnet leaves very little space

for a double walled dewar containing an X-band cavity and

a means of deflecting the light emitted parallel to the

magnet field. The cold finger system, \*here the dewar

is inside the cavity, was chosen, therefore, for the

resulting simplicity and adjustibility of the optical

arrangeiaent, A diagram of the dewar is given in fig. 6.2.

The main construction is of Monax glass, as this is

reasonably impervious to helium gas and the finger is of

quartz. The dewar was silvered to below the outer graded

seal, since most of the heat leak in a dewar of this type

is by radiation from the room temperature wall of the

finger. The dewar is connected to an oil diffusion pump

by a ball and socket clip-on joint, a glass tap and a short

piece of rubber tubing. The dewar is mounted on a brass

top-plate by means of a split brass ring which presses an

O-ring against the dewar lip. The ring is held in place

by means of 6 finger-tight 0 B.A. screws. The top-plate

is constructed such that fine adjustment of the finger
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position may be made by simply turning 4 wing nuts.

The dewar is filled through a removable top-cap.

Since there is only one vacuum space, the precooling

procedure in this dewar is different from that in the

usual pair of glass dewars, where there is a soft vacuum

in the inner one. In order to avoid water condensing on

the outside wall, the dewar was pumped to 10~^ torr, A

long cooling time was avoided by pouring liquid nitrogen

into the helium space (see section 6,5), It \f&e also

found necessary to cool the outer wall of the finger

with liquid nitrogen before filling with liquid helium.

With a well filtered light source and without

pumping, the liquid helium lasted about 2 hours when the

silvering was good. After a repair to the outer graded

seal, however, the silvering near the finger deteriorated

badly and the liquid helium lifetime was reduced to

1 hour and 15 i inutes. This gives little time to set up

the experiment round the finger (see section 6,9b) and

to make measurements; for this reason the dewar was

usually refilled after about 1 hour.

Notes: (i) The outer wall of the cold finger tends to

get cold during a helium run and dry nitrogen was passed

from a high pressure cylinder, through the inlet shown



 



fig. 6.4 Photograph, of microwave cavity, showing

deflecting prism and collimating lens.
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in fig. 6.3, to keep the cavity dry. There are two holes

in the coupling plate (see section 6.4) to allow the flow

of gas, which is prevented from going through the whole

waveguide system by means of the mica sheet. Due to

condensing water vapour, the^ cavity resonance quickly

disappears without this flow of gas during a helium run.

(ii) After a run, water from the atmosphere condenses

on the cold surfaces while the dewar is warming up and

tends to collect in the narrow nitrogen space. Inversion

of the dewar does not necessarily remove all the water,

which may be held in the gap by surface tension. This

fact was noted when liquid nitrogen was poured into

nitrogen space - a new dewar took several months to make !

A careful drying procedure was adopted in the second

dewar; this included rinsing with methanol and drying

with a hair drier.

6.3 The cavity.

A rectangular cavity was chosen because of its

simplicity. A diagram of the cavity designed is included

in fig. 6.3 and is illustrated in fig, 6.4. The cavity

is made from two standard sections of brass X-band
'* *

(0.9" x 0.4") waveguide. These two sections were sliced

along the narrow edges to give four I I shaped brass
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pieces. Two of* these pieces were hard-soldered together

to form one new X-band section (0.9H x 0,65" )• The two

hard soldered joints were filed smooth and polished in

the inside of the section which was made 1.6 w long with

the ends accurately square. Two circular 0,5" holes were

cut in the narrow faces and an irradia tion port

1,3 cm x 0,6 cm was cut in one of the broad faces of the

section. Another irradiation port 1cm x 0,9 cm was cut

in a brass plate which was then soldered to one end of

the section, A fine brass wire mesh was rolled, cut and

carefully soft soldered into the two rectangular ports

such that the mesh is flush with the inside wall. Two

3 «• 1
f length of thick walled — '* i,d, brass tube were soldered

to the narrow faces, over the circular holes, to prevent

microwave leakage. The cavity is fixed to the coupling

plate (section 6,4) with four 8 B,A. screws through brass

pieces soldered to the broad faces. The whole assembly

was electrolytically silvered.

The Q of the cavity, with the cold finger (and frozen

sample)passing through it, is around 1500} this is a

poor Q from the point of view of conventional high

sensitivity e.s.r., but is adequate to obtain a reason¬

able microwave field at the sample, which is what is

required in the experiments attempted.
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6.4 The coupling.

For good stability, the klystron frequency should

be locked to the cavity frequency. It was considered

that the simplest means of achieving this would be to

use the system already developed for e.s.r. (section 4.2 e).

This a.f.c. s^rstem, however, requires good coupling

between the cavity and the waveguide and this in turn

requires some sort of continuously variable coupler. The

quick bend in the waveguide after the cavity (fig,6,3)

is necessary if the optical path between the sample and

the polarization detector is not to be inconveniently

long and this bend precludes the use of the dielectric

loaded system used previously (section 4.2b), A plunger

type of variable coupler was found to be rough and

insensitive and an adaption of a method used by Ager (112)

was finally used. This method relies on coaxial coupling

through a thick brass plate, by means of a copper wire

in teflon as shown in fig. 6,3. The copper wire fits

very tightly in the teflon to avoid undesired movement.

The coupling may be adjusted by rotating the teflon rod

or by pushing the rod in or out of the cavity. The latter

movement alters the resonant frequency of the cavity.

This coupling system was found to be quite satis¬

factory; possibly not so good as the dielectric loaded
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type because of the tuning effect on the cavity but

ideal for our purposes. This system may also be more

liable to microphonics but this was not confirmed in the

low Q cavity used,

6,5 Preparation of the sample.

The sample, consisting of organic molecules in a

rigid glass matrix, was contained in a quartz holder

about 4 cm long and 0,3cm diameter. Three small blobs

of Araldite resin were fixed to the sides of this holder

such that it is firmly held in position in the finger.

If the sample tubes are made much wider than 3 nun the dewar

becomes difficult to fill properly. Indeed, if the tube

is about 4 mm in diameter, it is very easy to obtain a

semi-stable situation, after filling, in which liquid

helium is in the dewar, but only above a small cushion of

helium gas in the finger; the sample remains near room

temperature in this situation!

In polarization detection experiments it is desirable

to have a strain freehand certainly a crack free,rigid
i

glass. If the sample is cooled slowly e.g. by radiation

to the nitrogen cooled outer wall of the finger, it tends

to go microcrystalline and opaque. The procedure adopted

to form a reasonable glass is as follows: the sample is
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plunged into liquid nitrogen in the inner dewar by

means of* a long rod with a hook on the end, to which

the sample holder is attached with a piece of wire. The

rod is removed, the top-cap replaced and the liquid

nitrogen blown off with a long tube. The sample is

allowed to heat up slightly after the nitrogen has gone

in order to dissolve some of the cracks and to allow some

annealing to take place. A small dewar containing liquid

nitrogen is then placed round the outer wall to keep the

sample at a low temperature until filling. The inner dewar

is then pumped out, flushed with helium gas and filled

from a 17 litre helium dewar.

This process was by no means infallible in making
I

a reasonable gass and sometimes had to be repeated several
A

times. Repetition involves careful drying of the sample

holder and redissolving the organic molecules in the

solvent since there is a tendency to preipitate out.

Ethanol has been found to be the best solvent for making

a tolerable crack-free glass.

6.6 The irradiation system.

The method used to irradiate the sample is illustrated

in the detection system figs. 6.5 and 6,7. A new filter,
the

similar to the one used in/e,s.r, experiments (section 4,4)
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is used to reduce the heat output from the Philips

1000 watt lamp. A polarizing prism can be fitted into the

barrel of the filter to give polarized U.V. irradiation.

A quartz lens and a Chance 0X7 filter may be added as

shown in fig. 6.5* The end of this additional housing

piece is made from thin copper in which a rectangular

hole has been cut such that the cavity fits into this hole}

this eliminates most of the stray light from the lamp.

The quartz lens is held in the housing with spring rings

and is adjusted to focus U.V. from the lamp on the sample

through the irradiation port in the cavity. Irradiation

is directed from the back of the magnet.

It has been found that a solution of 2k0 g/l NiSO^
and 65 g/l CoSOj^ plus the 0X7 filter eliminates virtu¬
ally all visible and infrared radiation,

6,7 Deflection of the beam.

To distinguish the cf components in normal Zeeman

emission, it is necessary to observe the emitted light

in the direction of the magnetic field. This implies either

deflection of the beam or holes in the magnet pole pieces.

The former alternative was chosen. Ideally the deflection

process should not affect the polarization of the light.

In the experiments attempted here the object is to detect
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changes in polarization and it is not necessary to know

the depolarization of the beam accurately. Any depolariz¬

ation will , however, reduce the sensitivity of the system.

Vrehen (ill) has investigated the problem of

deflecting a light beam through 90°• He shows that a

minimum amount of depolarization is given by a prism in

which the central ray is totally reflected twice at an

angle of incidence of 67.5° at each reflection. For an

angular aperture of 20° the depolarization is shown to be

5%. A similar prism to Vrehen's was made by Optical Works

Ltd, and was mounted on the cavity as shown in figs. 6.4

and 6.5.

A simple reflecting, back silvered, 45° prism was

also used for deflection purposes in the microwave

switching method since the polarization is then detected

before deflection (see section 6.9).

In order to collect and collimate the deflected light

beam, a small square lens is also mounted on the cavity

(see fig. 6.4).

6.8 Circularly polarized light.

If the light to be analysed is circularly polarized,

conversion to linear components is then necessary before

detection. This conversion is achieved
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using a quarter wave plate. Analysis of the problem

reveals a marked dependence of the phase shifting

properties of these plates on wavelength. For example,

if a thickness of calcite gives a II/2 phase shift between
9

the ordinary and extraordinary ray at 5000 A , the phase
o

shift at 4500 A is 15 away from IT/2, For maximum

sensitivity, a waveplate should thus be chosen to give a

n/2 phase shift at the wavelength of the light emitted from

the sample. A Soleil compensator would thus be ideal for

a general purpose circular polarization detector, but for

the experiments here, two plates giving the correct phase
,0 o

shift at 4000 A and 5000 A respectively were used. These

quarter wave plates consist of a mica sheet between two

1" diameter glass plates and they were supplied by

Hilger and Watt Ltd.

6.9 The detection syster s.

Some means of detecting the predicted changes in

polarization in the deflected beam must be devised. As

explained in section 6.1, either a *d,c.' or an 'a.c.1

method may be employed. For high sensitivity a low

bandwidth system is necessary, therefore any qjethod used

should involve phase sensitive detection or its equivalent.

The first two methods described here are designed to
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detect 'd.c.' changes in polarization (produced by a linear

sweep through resonance), P.S.D. is made possible by

chopping the light beam. The third method detects 'a.c.*

changes in polarization, brought about by modulation of

the microwaves, no light beam chopping is then necessary.

An •a.c,* method is inherently more sensitive than a

•d.c.' method due to the possible elimination of any spurious

drifts (caused by variations in the light source, for

example). An'a.c.1 method is, however, limited by the time

constants and e.g. if is long compared to the

modulation frequency, thermalization will not cccur within

a cycle and the polarization may not be modulated.

(a) The Vrehen system.

Vrehen (ill) has described an apparatus which he

claimed was capable of detecting .01 °fo changes in the degree

of polarization (see, for definition, page 133). In

this apparatus the light was fooussed on a slit and

then pa&sed through a calcite crystal such that, after

refocussing, two images corresponding to vertically and

horizontally polarized light respectively, were formed

3 mm apart on a chopping wheel. The wheel had 160 slits

in the circumference, each slit was 3 mm wide and the

mark to space ratio was 1:1. The two beams were thus

interrupted in antiphase by the rotating chopper. The

resultant light beam passed through a Glan-Thomson
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analyser and was detected by a photomultiplier. A reference

signal for a phase sensitive detector was derived from

a photocell and a bulb on opposite sides of the chopping

wheel. The Glan-Thomson analyser was adjusted to balance

the two beams i.e. to give zero signal from the P.S.D,
i r

Any slight change in the ratio of the two perpendicular

components of polarization could thus be presented on

a recorder,

A very similar system to Vrehen's was constructed

in this laboratory. The chopping wheel was made from

Dural which was machined into a flat disc 12.8" dia¬

meter. 155 slots, 0,7" deep were milled in the circum-
1 H

ference with a g cutter. The disc was statically balanced,
mounted on a pump motor which rotates at 1500 rpm. and

housed in a narrow wooden box. Two tubes containing lenses,

calcite crystal and photomultiplier were mounted on this

box. Phase shift between the reference and signal voltages

was obtained by mounting the photocell in a screw

arrangement.

Xn practice this system was found difficult to use.

Focussing of the two images such that they are inter¬

rupted equally in antiphase was difficult even with

spherically corrected lenses. Vibration was also a severe

problem and the smallest change in polarization which
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could be detected was about 0.05$- a factor of five

worse than Vrehens estimate. Due to these difficulties

another system was designed with the emphasis on simplicity

and ease of operation.

(b) The rotating polaroid system

The optics. The method chosen to modulate the

beam was simply to rotate a polaroid sheet. The method

is shown schematically in fig, 6.5 and a photograph is

shown in fig. 6.1. The polaroid sheet is mounted in a short

brass tube which rotates in a ball-race mount (Ransome and

Maries CA 1 9/16). A chopper is fixed to the tube to

provide a reference signal at the same frequency as

amplitude changes produced in the main beam. This rotating

brass tube fits inside two other brass tubes ( ly" i.d.)

which contain the lenses>filters etc. A thick Gaco ring

is fitted over the inner tube to avoid stray light entering

the system. Part of the tube between the deflecting prism

and the rotating polaroid is split in half; the top half

can be removed and quick adjustment of the lenses etc.

may be made. The two halves of this tube may then be

clamped together such that the optical components are

held rigidly in position. This tube arrangement also

allows rotation of these components, a useful facility

for measuring the sensitivity or altering the phase
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difference between the reference and signal (by rotating

the \plate),The inner brass tube and its associated

components are driven by a ~Th*P* Pracmo motor with a

spring belt drive» The ratio of the pulleys was chosen

such that the speed of rotation corresponds to about

15 c/s, giving a signal cor iponent of 30 c/s, No narrow

band amplifier is employed so no effort has been made to
■

have frequency stability. The stability appears to be

about 1 c/s over several minutes.

The beam from the prism plus square lens is usually

slightly divergent and a wealc lens is used to collimate

the beam, which then passes through a A plate, a Chance
g >"'

filter (e.g. 0Y4) and the rotating polaroid sheet} it is

then focussed on the photocathode of an E.M.T. 9558 B

photo multiplier. The photo multiplier is mounted in a

brass container with its associated resistance chain.

This container is not fixed rigidly to the base of the

assembly but is mounted in foam rubber to reduce vibration

noise. The photo multiplier is also screened from the

magnetic field with the mu metal screen from an old

cathode ray tube.

The associated electronics. The reference voltage

for the phase sensitive detector is derived by inter¬

rupting the light from a 6v (d,c.) bulb falling on an
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OCP 71 photo transistor. The P.S.D., the low frequency

amplifier and the filter used are in a commercial unit by

Brookdeal (Type nos, LA 635 and PD 629). The P.S,D,,has,

however, no integrating and balance circuit and a simple

circuit was devised for this purpose; the time constants

of this circuit can be varied between 0,1 and 2 seconds.

In the initial attempts to detect small changes in

polardotation a large amount of spurious drift occurred.

If there is some polarization of the initial beam, the

resultant signal will be proportional to the intensity

of the light falling on the photo multiplier. Some

variation of intensity is inevitable in the high pressure

arc used and the mu metal screen did not entirely remove

the effect of the magnetic field on the photo multiplier

gain. To counteract this difficulty, an automatic gain

control (A.G.C.) circuit was devised ( see fig,6,6).

The d,c. output from the photo multiplier is amplified

by means of a small transistor amplifier and is fed to the

control circuit of an I.D,L. E.H.T. unit (Type 532 D),

Stabilisation of this E.H.T, unit is basically achieved

by a cathode coupled pentode pair; one of the pentode

grids is kept at a constant voltage and the grid of the

other is connected to the E.H.T. output through a voltage

divider. The amplified d.c. signal is applied to this
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control circuit with, the phase such that an increase

in the d.c. signal reduces the E.H.T. voltage to the

photo multiplier, and vice versa, such that the d.c. out¬

put from the photo multiplier is kept constant. The meter

in the unit usually indicates the E.H.T. voltage, but

when a correction voltage is applied to A this is no longer

the case. The meter, however, serves a useful purpose in

indicating when the system is operating. The voltage level

is adjusted by means of the 1K potentiometer until the

meter is on scale and variations in the reading indicate

whether the system is operating.

The microwave and field sweep systemsused in these

experiments are the same as those described in Chapter IV,

except that a water cooled Varian X-13 klystron was used

throughout for greater flexibility in frequency and power,.

The frequency stabilisation systems described in section

4,2e have been used throughout the attempts at optical

detection.

The setting-up procedure.

(i) After the procedure described in the 'preparation

of the sample* section (6.5)# the finger is dried with a

hair drier and the microwave cavity is raised round the

finger to a position corresponding to the centre of the
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magnet. The gas flow is started and the waveguide

connected to the main run by means of a snap fastening

flexible waveguide section. The magnet is rolled into

position. The lamp and filter are moved into position,

(ii) The signal klystron is locked to the cavity

resonant frequency as described in section 4,2f ,

(iii) The high pressure mercury arc is switched on

and stray light to the polarization detector is mini¬

mised by use of a black cloth. The room lights are switched

off. The quartz lens and lamp are adjusted until the

phosphorescent emission is a maximum (observed visually),

(iv) The polarization detector lenses and filters

etc, are lined up using a ground glass screen to observe

the beam,

(v) The Fracrno motor is switched on and the resulting

reference voltage (6v square wave) and the photo -

multiplier output are observed simultaneously on the

oscilloscope,

(vi) A polaroid sheet is placed in the split tube

behind the ^Aplate and the E,H,T, voltage is set such
that a lv peak-peak distortion free sine wave is observed

as the photo multiplier output, The polaroid sheet is

removed and the A.G.C, voltage adjusted until the meter

is on scale.
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The system is now operational and recording may

be made while the magnetic field is swept to search for

resonances,

The above procedures (i->vi) take about half an

hour.

The sensitivity. Rotation of a polaroid sheet through a

few degrees and measurement of the resultant deflection

on the pen recorder was the method first used to estimate the

sensitivity of the above apparatus. This was found to be

too crude and too unlike the experimental situation to be

of any real value. The method finally used to measure the

sensitivity was to rotate a glass sheet mounted at an

angle to the light beam. A glass plate at an angle of 10°
to the incident beam produces .6^ difference in the

intensity of the in plane and out of plane components of

the electric vector. Rotation of such a plate about 90°
gives a total variation in the degree of polarization of

.6$. The degree of polarization is defined as follows:

^-// + -Rj_
P has a special meaning in phosphorescence studies,

when. X// and Ij_ are the intensities of the emitted light,

polarized such that the electric vector is parallel and

perpendicular, respectively, to the plane of polarization
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of the exciting light,) A circular glass disc was mounted
at an angle in a cylindrical holder, which can rotate in

the brass tube of the detection system. The angle the

glass makes with the axis of the cylinder was measured by
e

defecting a light spot from the glass surface and the

change of polarization,expected on rotation,was calculated

from Freanel*s equations,

0,01$ change in polarization could be readily

detected with the above apparatus. It should be noted

that this measurement was made using a good light source.

If the source is weak or noisy the sensitivity is reduced.

One difficulty of this method is that,In operation,there

is a layer of boiling liquid in the light path. This was

not found to be a serious problem with helium in the finger,

but with the nitrogen, where the bubbles tend to be larger

and where the refractive index is higher, bubbles Increased

the noise to such an extent that a direct comparison

between nitrogen and helium temperatures was impossible^
in spite of attempts to reduce the bubbling by pumping.

The main advantage of the rotating polaroid system over

the Vrehen system is its simplicity, ease of operation

and reproducibility. The main disadvantage is possibly

that, if there is slgnifleant polarization of the initial

light beam there will be a large signal all the time. The
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beam is, however, not usually polarized by more than a

few percent, which may easily be balanced out electro¬

nically. Method (b) is also only designed to detect small
<> . .

changes in polarization and not to analyse the polari¬

zation of the beam,

(c) The microwave switching system.

This system is shown schematically in fig. 6,7.

Only part of the microwave circuit is shown since the

remainder is already shown in fig. 4. 2 . The object is to

produce changes in polarization of the emitted light at

resonance by modulating the microwaves.

The microwave power falling on the sample is

modulated using a Ferranti ferrite switch (Type no.3Bl6323).

This device requires a current of 0.6 amps to increase

the attenuation from 1 db . to 40 db * The circuit shown

in fig. 6,8 is designed to give square current pulses of

0,6 amps. The existing 280 c/s oscillator (section 4.2h)

is usually used to provide the input sine wave, which is

then chopped and amplified to give a square wave. This

square wave is then used to switch the power transistor

on and off. The current through the ferrite device is

controlled by a small rheostat. The diode across the

switching transistor avoids damage from any surges caused
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by the inductive load. This circuit may also be driven

by a signal generator and appears to work well from about

20 c/s to a few k c/s . The a.f.c. systems(section 4,2 e )

continue to work satisfactorily provided the output

from the i.f. amplifier is plugged straight into the

a.f.c. circuit and the rate of switching is greater than

100 c/s.

The light emitted from the cavity, through the port

on the broad face is converted directly into linearly

polarized light by a | \ plate and a polaroid sheet, the
axes of these having been set at 45° to each other. This

means that any change in either dT or d-r, componentsLt K

results in an amplitude change in the resultant beam

which is then deflected into the quartz light pipe which

is 8 mm diameter and 3 ft. long and loosely covered with

black sleeving. One end of the light pipe is placed

against the deflecting prism and the other on the input

slit of a Hilger & Watt monochromator (Type no. D292),

The resulting monochromatic beam is then detected by the

photomultiplier etc. as before. The reference voltage to

the P.S.D. is supplied by the 280 c/s oscillator and

phase shifter (section 4.2h ),

Notes The monochromator could not be used in method (b)

because it is a grating type and the emergent
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beam is almost totally polarized.

The setting-up procedure in this microwave switching

system is the same as the procedure used in the rotating

polaroid system from (i) -> (iii) . The light pipe is then

placed in position and the monochromator is set to give

a maximum output from the photomultiplier. The E.H.T. and

A.G.C. voltages are adjusted to give a sensitive but non-

saturating output from the photomultiplier. The microwave

switching circuit is switched on. The a.f.c. meters should

remain constant and the second detector current meter fall

to about half its original value. The system is then

operating correctly.
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CHAPTER VII

OPTICAL DETECTION EXPERIMENTS ON TRIPHENYLENE.

1 Introduction.

The attempts to observe e.s.r, transitions in the

triplet state of randomly oriented triphenylene, by

optical methods, are discussed in this chapter. Triphen¬

ylene seemed to be a good choice for the following

reasons:

(i) Fairly detailed information about the emission

and absorption spectra is available.

(ii) The phosphorescence band is well separated in

wavelength from the fluorescence and absorption bands

(see figf. 7.2 and 2.2), and the phosphorescence is more

intense than the fluorescence; these facts make obser¬

vation of the phosphorescence relatively simple,

(iii) Some knowledge of the properties of this molecule

had already been obtained from the e.s.r. experiments

described in Chapter V and a direct comparison of optical

detection and e.s.r. techniques was hoped for.

When the work described here was started, no theor¬

etical work on the emission from the Zeeman sublevels
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of an organic molecule had been published. The polarization

of the phosphorescence in zero field had, however, been

studied experimentally by Williams (113) and others (ll4).

The implications of the results of these experiments was

not initially realised and it was simply assumed that

an approximation to the normal Zeeman effect would be

observed in a field of a few thousand gauss. A change in

the ratio cry/cr, was therefore expected, both at resonanceJ\ JU

and for different values of applied magnetic field, e.g.

at 4,2°K, a AM » 2 resonance at X-band could result in

uv to 2*6 $ change in <31Jcfi and CT^/by could change by
5»S% between 1000 and 6ooo gauss (see fig. 3»7)»

A description of the experiments carried out, is

given in section 7*2. Neither applied magnetic field

rm■ e.s.r. produced a detectable change in the polarization

of the emission. However, a more detailed analysis of the

emission expected from triphenylene, carried out after

completion of the experiments, is given in section 7*3

and it is shown in section 7*4 that the predicted change

in polarization brought about by e.s.r, is probably too

small to be detected in a random orientation of triphen¬

ylene at 4.2°K. Some conclusions are drawn in section

7.5 and suggestions for future experiments are given.
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7.2 Description of the experiments,

a) Experiments using the rotating polaroid system.

All the experiments, using this apparatus, were

conducted at 4,2 K. The whole phosphorescence band was

observed, a Chance 0Y18 filter being used in the detection

system.

Sweeping the magnetic field between 1000 gauss

and 6000 gauss (without microwave irradiation) no change

in polarization was detected, whether the apparatus was

set to detect changes in circular or linear polarization

of the emission. It may thus be said that the total

degree of polarization (linear or circular) of the

phosphorescence (emitted parallel to the applied magnetic

field) "rom randomly oriented triphenylene at 4.2°K
changes less than ,05$ in magnetic fields between 1000

and 6000 gauss. The figure .05$ allows for noise in the

output, depolarization by the dewar, prism etc. and the

effect of the magnetic field on the photo-multiplier.

When X-band microwave radiation was applied to the

sample, as described in section 6,3» and the field was

swept at various speeds through the expected resonance

positions, no resonance signal was detected. The region

most carefully searched was the AM = 2 resonance region,
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since this resonance is relatively isotropic and occurs

between the levels expected to emit d light. The micro¬

wave power levels used varied between 100 and 10 mw,

the higher of these should certainly saturate the spins

judging by the results reported in Chapter V. It was

confirmed that e.s.r. transitions were taking place

during these attempts at optical detection, by observing

the AM = 2 transition on the oscilloscope in the manner

described in Chapter IV. A technique which we shall

call "blurring of the magnetic field", was also employed.

In a random orientation of molecules, very few molecules

are in a resonance condition at a given field value; this

is especially true of the AM = 1 resonances which may

be spread over some thousands of gauss. If the field

is modulated, such that many orientations resonate in a

time less than X % the change in polarization could be

enhanced. The field was modulated at 280 c/s and 50 c/s

in an attempt to obtain this enhancement (without succe'ss).

b) Experiments using the microwave switching system.

Using the apparatus described in section 6.9 b, the

phosphorescence emission spectrum may be observed when the

output from the photo-multiwlier is recorded directly. A

typical output (obtained by man lally turning the mono-
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Charon ator through its range) from triphenylene at 4.2°K
o

is shown in fig. 7.1c. Two peaks appear at 4600 A and
c

—34910 A. At the concentration used (^10 M) and with the

resolution available, no further structure was observed.

More highly resolved spectra (taken at 77°k) are shown

in figs. 7*1 a and 7.1b ; these are reproduced from (115)

and (ll6) respectively. The structure in these spectra

is the result of transitions from T to the various
o

vibrational levels of Sq (see fig. 2,l). In all the
attempts to observe e.s.r. transitions by the microwave

switching system, the monochrorr ator was set on one of the
o o

two phosphorescence peaks (at 4600 A or 4910 A),

Using the apparatus described in 6.9b, no resonance

was observed. The microwave modulation frequencies were

varied between 150 c/s and 1 kc/s. The field was swept

over all the expected resonance positions at various

speeds. Several power levels were used and "blurring of

the field" was employed.

It may.be noted that the minimum switching time

applied was of the order of 7 msecs. T^ for triphenylene
is about 5msecs. (see section 5.4), thus complete

thermalization may not occur between pulses and the

sensitivity may be reduced. Also T is about 16 sec.
P

in triphenylene, thus fast modulation of the intensity
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or polarization may be partly smoothed out,

7•3 The phosphorescence from randomly oriented triphen-

ylene.

The reason for the failure of the optical detection

experiments just described was not understood until a

paper by Azumi, O'Donnell and He Glynn (34) came to our

notice. In this paper, the effect of a magnetic field on

the phosphorescence lifetime and the polarization of the

phosphorescence of naphthalene-dg is investigated
theoretically. The authors point out that since the

total symmetry of each of the three triplet total wave-

functions may be different, each of the three T S
o o

transitions may have a different transition probability,
V ,

In the remainder of this section the emission from

randomly oriented triphenylene is analysed using the

concepts presented by Azumi et al,

a) Symmetry considerations and selection rules.
As mentioned in section 2,2. T -»S emission' o o

occurs because the triplet has some singlet character

due to spin-orbit coupling. Such mixing of triplet and

singlet states can occur if the states involved have

the same total symmetry. This means that the To-> Sq
selection rules are related to the S*m*S selection
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rules, if* S* has the same symmetry as To# To determine
the T S selection rules it is thus necessary to

o o

determine the total symmetry of the triplet state. The

S*-*S selection rules have been discussed by Mc Clure
o

(117)» Schonland (119) and others (118),

The total state wavefunction is given by the product

of the spin part and the orbital part of the wavefunction.

The symmetries of the possible total triplet wavefunctions

are thus given by the direct products of the represent¬

ations of the spin and orbital wavefunctions.

In section 3.2, four zero-order spin wavefunctions

were given, three triplet wavefunctions (T , T , T )x y Z

and one singlet spin wavefunction (-2). It %vas also shown

how these spin wavefunctions transformed (equation 3,2)

when operated on by S, t S^. and Sz» These transformations
behave as axial rotations (119)» i.e. in point group

(see fig. 7.2)

T 3 E" T = E" T = A* 7.1
x y z 2

The symmetry of the orbital wavefunction may be

obtained by considering the possible triplet M.O.s (ll9)»

(34). In a molecule with symmetry the possible
/ / t

representations are A., , A^ and E ,

The rules for direct products of representations

are given in (119). The relevant products for a



°3h e 2c3 3C2 <<r
h 2S3 3c5"

V
Selection

rules
Axial
rotation

4 1 1 1 1 1 1

4 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 z

e' 2 -1 0 2 -1 0 (x.y)

4 1 1 1 -1 -l -1

4 1 1 -1 -1 -1 z

e" 2 -1 0 2 l 0 (*»y)

(a) CHARACTER TABLE (D^)

E#(TX) E*(Ty) a2 (T2)
/

f Al e" e* A2'
orbital <

/

A2 e" e" 4
. e ' A1 + A2 + E A^ + Ag + E"

/

e

(b) PRODUCTS of the possible representations

of the orbital and spin wavefunctions in

a molecule with D^h symmetry.

fig. 7.2
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molecule are given In fig. 7.2b.

The selection rules for a dipole transition (S*-^S )
to the ground state are given in the character table in

fig. 7.2a . The x, y and z refer to the directions

defined in section 3.2 and give the polarization of the

transitions; e.g. a state with total symmetry may

emit to the ground state, the polarization of the emission

being perpendicular to the molecular plane* It may be

seen from figs. 7.2a and 7.2b that the only orbital

state from which allowed transitions take place is the

e' state. It may also be seen that the triplet levels

which correspond to T and T emit light polarized normal

to the molecular plane and that the other level (T~)

emits light polarized parallel to the molecular plane

(soe fig. 7.3).

b) urai£sion_in_zero_fiold.
Let the rate constants k^» kg, refer to the

transition probabilities between T and S in zero field,
o o

where the subscripts denote the particular triplet sub-

level involved (in the notation of section 3.2), Let

there be a BdLtzmann population distribution in the three

level and let n°, n® and n° be the populations. Further

let E s 0 so that n® « n® and k® «= k®, then

Pa/P;/ = 2 k2 exp ( - D/kT ) / kj 7.2
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where Px and P^, Indicate the intensity of the emission
perpendicular and parallel to the molecular plane resp¬

ectively.

It may be noted from 7.2 that observation of the

variation of the polarization with temperature could

indicate the sign of D,

Equation 7.2 assumes completely oriented molecules,

c) Emission in an applied field.

The effect of a magnetic field on the energy levels

and spin wavefunctions of the triplet state was discussed

in det .11 in Chapter III, The spin wavefunctions $ a were

expressed as linear combinations of Tx, and Tz viz,
^ j = ^ L i) j = l» * *-» > 7 v? = x, y, z /. 3
The normalized eigenvectors, for a given eigenvalue,

(£j ) , were also given in equation 3*18. Consider some
special cases e.g, 9 = 0 ( H// z-axis)

for 6, i D | g(3Hj c^x - l/J~2 , c^x = + ±/fZ\ c jz = 0

ej * 0 ! cjx = 0; ' cjy = 0 ' cjz=1

7.4

i.e. (assuming II^D/gP to avoid confusion in labelling

the levels)

01= 1//2 ( Tx + i Ty)
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03= 1/ fz (Tx - i Ty) 7.5
When 0 = 90° (H// x-axis) c. ; c. , c, are more complex

ox jy jz

functions of H and ~Df but when »

0!= 1//2 (IT - Tz)

*2 = Tx

03= 1//2 (Tz - iTy) ?<6

The spin wave functions for U//x and U//z are shown in

fig# 7.3J the arrows on the levels in the H//x diagrams

indicate that the wavefunctions shown are the high field

limit values.

If we neglect the effect of the applied field on

the orbital part of the total wavefunctions, the rate
1 • : I

constants are governed by the spin wavefunctions only

i.e. k^ a 0.^ 0* etc. The rate constants in a magnetic
field are therefore related to the rate constants in zero

field, as follows.

u/M kx = | k° + | k° = k°
k2 ■" k°X
1 I.0 l.O ,0 ,Y: ~ „

3 = 2 3 + 2 2 = 2 *

H06C H-^



k° k°^-p »K-

- u

^ +(//)

i(iT -T )72 y z'

-i(iT -T )J2. y z'

i(T +iT )7!> * y

kilogauss

EMISSION FROM THE TRIPLET STATE OF A MOLECULE

fig. 7.3
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k3 = 2 k2 + 2 kl 7,8
From these equations it may be deduced that when

the magnetic field is in the molecular plane (H//x ) ,

the emission is polarized both parallel and per¬

pendicular to the molecular plane from levels 1 and 3,

but is only polarized perpendicular to the molecular

plane from level 2 (H >D/g(3). When the magnetic field

is perpendicular to the molecular plane, the emission

is polarized perpendicular to the molecular p3ane from

levels 1 and 3 and parallel to the molecular plane from

level 2, These points are illustrated in fig, 7.3.

The expected polarization ratio (Pj_ /Pa, ) in a

magnetic field follows from equations 7.7 and 7.8.

d) The value of k° and k°.
The argument, so far, applies equally to all

molecules of symmetry (in the II electron M.O. approx¬

imation) . To obtain some quantitative estimate of k°
and k° in a given molecule it is necessary to either

compute the T^S transition probabilities or to examine
the experimental evidence. The latter seems the more

feasible at this stage.

There is no known study of the polarization of the

phosphorescence of triphenylene in a magnetic field, but
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the polarization in zero field has been studied. The best

of this type of work appears to be that of Dttrr and

Gropper (ll6) whose results are reproduced in fig* 7*1 b.

The P values indicated on this figure correspond to the

observed degree of polarization (see section 6.9b ). When

the absorbing and emitting dipoles are parallel, the

theoretical value of P (see e.g.120) is rj-, when the

emission is from a random orientation of light excited

with plane polarizedjlight; P = ~ r~ when the absorbing

and emitting dipoles are perpendicular* Observed values

of P never reach these limiting values due to depolarization*

In Ddrx- and Gropper4s results, P is found to be positive

throughout the fluorescence but negative t: roughout the

phosphorescence spectrum. Indeed, the phosphorescence

values of P approach - *25, especially at the intense

peaks, and this figure, corresponds to complete out of

plane polarization when experimental depolarization is

taken into account. This implies k°<jc k^ in triphenylene.
/ o o

If there is , effectively/one type of emission (k^-^Ck^)
the information obtained from polarization studies will

be limited, (e.g. the sign of D car no longer be obtained).

What may still be important in optical detection studies,

however, is the total rate of emissionofrom the triplet

state, as a function of magnetic field direction. This is
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now considered in the next section.

e) The total emission rate.

The total rate of emission from a triplet state

is usually characterized by the rate constant (see

section 2.2), the reciprocal of the phosphorescent life¬

time
. n, + n„ + n„

= E " ~~~ — 7-9
p + n2 2 + n3k3

In zero field for a Boltzmann distribution and for k°= 0

=(exp (D/kT ) / 2 + l) / kg 7.10P

In an applied field it follows from 7.9 that for H// z

1 + exp(£1 -6P) / kT * exp (€. -<£„ ) / kT
£p » - — 7.11

k° (1 + exp(ei /kT )

or to a first approximation

- A- 3 - (*21 + \l )
P

k
2 2 - A2 31

in the notation of equation 3.27*

In a similar way, it may be shown that for Hy/x

7.12
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It may be rioted that the high temperature limits

for £°» 2TZ and £* are all equal to 3/2kQ, meaning
that the effective multiplicity of triplet triphenylene

at high temperatures is 2.

It may also be noted that is not necessarily equal

to e.g. at hOOO gauss and 4,2°Kt taking £ r> etc.

from figs. 3.2 and 3.4.
/•

and <2: 7.14
p k° p k°

2 2

f) Emissio flrom a random orientation of molecules.

The analysis of the emission from triphenylene,

in this section, has, so far, been limited to a discussion

of the emission from molecules oriented in certain

directions to the magnetic field viz. ll// x and K// z

(9 = 90°and 9 = 0°), Consider, now, the polarization of

the emission from a random orientation of molecules,

where every value of 9 is present.

In zero field, all the molecules emit with an equal

rate, but since the exciting light is more likely to be

in the molecular plane than perpendicular to it (by a

factor sin9A0), there may be some polarization of the

emission even in a random orientation.* Classical consider¬

ation of radiating oscillators (12°) shows,that, if
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the eliciting light is unpolarized, the degree of polariz¬

ation is given by

P _ 5 cos a - 1 7,3.5
7 - cos a

where a is the angle between the absorbing and emitting

dipoles, In triphenylene we assume a = 90° and P becomes
1

7 '
In an applied field, we have shown that the emission

rate is not necessarily the same in every direction e,g,

from equation 7.14 there is about lf> difference between
Z X

2 and Z at 4«2°K and 4000 gauss. This means that the
P P

1
theoretical polarization hatio ma3r differ from rj • However,
the precise behaviour of the polarization of the emission

from a random orientation of triphenylene at low

temperatures is difficult to estimate, without resort

to computer calculations of the sort described in Chapter TTT,

g) Notesi)The transition from the excited singlet

states to the sublevels of the lowest triplet (S*->Tq)
will be highly selective in the same way as the Tq-> S
transitions. However, in view of the time constants in¬

volved in the particular case of triphenylene at 4,2°K,
i.e. 2^ *^16 sees, and T.. ^ 5 msecs., the selectivity of

p _L

the S*-> Tq transitions is not important, since no matter
which sublevel is populated from S*, thermalisation will
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occur before emission. This selective population of the

triplet sublevels is nevertheless very important when

and this point has been discussed very recently

by de Groot et al (23).

ii) It should be emphasized that the above dis¬

cussion only applies strictly to the 0-0 transition

(the Tfi-»So transition with the highest energy, see
figs. 2,2 and 7.1a) and to all totally symmetric

vibrations. In the case of triphenylene the 0-0 band is

very weak and is not well separated from the fluores¬

cence. Identification of the vibrational levels associated

with the observed peaks was not attempted as no Raman

work on triphenylene appears to be available. The main

argument above remains approximately valid since the main

features of the results arise because the polarization is

completely out of plane; this is approximately true for the

phosphorescence spectrum (especially at the two main peaks).

It would, however, be desirable to investigate 0-0 bands or

to know the symmetry of the vibrational level associated

with the transition when investigating other molecules.

7.4 The results expected from optical detection„

experiments on randomly oriented triphenylene.

The results of the experiments discussed at the

beginning of this chapter must be reconsidered in the
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light of the analysis given in the previous section,

a) Using the rotating polaroid system.

The situation, in triphenylene, appears to be

that there is onhj one type of polarized emission viz
perpendicular to the molecular plane. For a given

molecular orientation, therefore, any change in the

population distribution, brought about by e,s,r., for

example, will not affect the degree of polarization.

However, when all the molecular orientations are con¬

sidered together, there may be a change in the degree

of polarization, since the total rate constant is a

function of the molecular orientation with respect to

an applied magnetic field. At 4.2°K the variation in

the rate constants is of the order of 1 between the

x direction and the z direction. This is equivalent to

a variation in the degree of polarization of less than

.05 assuming that the total spin temperature is

increased from '4.2°K to •*> at resonance. Resonance

between the two outer levels will not alter the total

rate constant (assuming that the time taken to change the

populations A®«T^)# thus a HM = 2 resonance will not
affect the degree of polarization at all. In the A M = 1

spectrum, very few orientations resonate at one time due

to the wide spectrum, therefore any effect at resonance

will be very small. It may be concluded that detection of
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e,s,r. transitions using the method described in section

6,9b is very unlikely in triphenylene at 4,2 K,

The change in the degree of polarization as a

function of magnetic field will also be very small (<,01$>),

since the total rate constants, for a given orientation,

remain approximately constant between 1500 gauss and

6000 gauss,

b) Using the microwave switching system.

This is an "a.c." method and, in addition to a

change in polarization, an intensity change brought about

by e,s.r. should result in a signal at the recorder. We

know from the discussion above, that the change in polariz¬

ation brought about by e.s,r, or an applied magnetic

field is negligible; consider, now, the change in intensity

at resonance,

if we assume, as above, that the resonance takes

place in a time «T^, a AK = 2 resonance will not affect
♦

the intensity. The most likely resonances to be observable
« ' .

a xe those which correspond to the magnetic field in the

plane of the molecule. Take, for example, the low field

H peak, which occurs around 2500 gauss. From fig, 3.4x t

the fractional population difference between levels 1 and 2

(the resonance levels at X-band) is about ,038 at 4,2°K
and 2500 gauss. The possible change in intensity, resulting
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when this population difference is reduced to zero,

is thus of the order of 2$> (see fig. 7*3 with // = 0

and ^2 ~ \ k3^* Tlie fraction of the total number of
molecules which resonate in a region 10 gauss wide at the

" 1 /

Hx peak, is about (estimating from the simulated
spectra Chapter III). The percentage change in intensity

at resonance could thus be about .05$ • This figure will

be further reduced by the effect of the time constants T^
and X , as mentioned above in 7»2bw

P

It is thus possible that e.s.r. could be detected

using the microwave switching method, but the predicted

effect in a random orientation is small. It xvuuld be of

interest, however, to repeat the experiment using a less

noisy U.V. source (since intensity is not a severe prob¬

lem) , and a slow sweep speed over the peak. It would

also be useful to apply a fast, high amplitude modulation

of the field to affect as large a number of spins as

possible. Molecules oriented in a mixed crystal should

give a detectable resonance signal at 4.2°K.

7.5 Concluding remarks.

The experiments described in this chapter are

essentially a preliminary exploration into a new field

and the conclusionswhich may be drawn are limited.
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Although, no e . s. r . has been observed using the optical

methods described in Chapter VI, the results appear to

be consistent with those expected from a molecule in

which the phosphorecent emission is polarized entirely

out of plane,
- -rf-.Vnit

Possibly the most valuable contribution made here

is to give a basis for future attempts to observe the

optical detection of e.s.r. in organic molecules. It is

felt that the experimental methods described are sound

and would have been successful had a more suitable

molecule been studied. In future attempts the molecule

used should have a strong 0-0 phosphorescent band which

is, preferably, well seperated in wavelength from the

fluorescence and absorption bands. More important, however,

two types of polarization should be present in the 0-0

band e.g. naphthalene-d^ , in which the ratio = 4
(34). It would be instructive to study both randomly

oriented and aligned molecules initially.

The discussion on the emission expected from a

molecule in section 7*3 revealed that investigation of

the triplet state lifetime and the degree of polarization

at low temperatures could, under favourable conditions,

yield interesting information about the triplet state

e.g. the sign of D and the value of k°, k° and k°, even
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when % . If T,t or T,«fc , information about the
pi lp 1 p*

intersystem crossing mechanisms should also be possible.

It may even be possible to invert the population in the

triplet state in a suitable molecule (23). It is safe,

therefore, to predict that the selectivity of the S* Tq
and Tq-> Sq transitions will be exploited in the next
few years to give new information concerning some of the

molecular electronic processes. It is almost certain that

this work will include the optical detection of e.s.r.



Intermediate Passage

in P-dopedSilicon

fig. A1

\
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APPENDIX

Intermediate Passage

When a resonance line is inhomogeneously broadened

(see section 5*2) and the microwave power level and sweep

speeds are such that the system is not always in equilib-
*■

rium, the spectrum observed^using a derivative recording
spectrometer, may deviate considerably from the spectrum

observed under 'steady state' conditions. (Steady state

means that the time taken to pass through resonance (^j^)
is much greater than T-^)* We may denote such non-equilib¬
rium conditions as 'Intermediate Passage' conditions, to

avoid confusion between these and the well known 'Fast

Passage' conditions (see e.g. 6). Consider, for example,

the spectra shown in fig. A»1; these were obtained from a

sample of phosphorus doped silicon (donor concentration
16 o

^3 x 10 /cc.) at k»2 K. The spectra were obtained under

identical conditions except that, in b), the sample was

irradiated through the quartz window of the metal cryostat,

by light from a 60 watt tungsten filament lamp (there is

also a slight decrease in the n.b.a. gain in b.j). The
effect of irradiation of P doped Si is well known (e.g.l2l)j

electrons are excited and diffusion occurs, thus reducing

T^ considerably. Spectrum b) is thus effectively under



•steady state' conditions and spectrum a) is under

•intermediate passage* conditions. It can be seen that

spectrum a) appears to be partly integrated.

Some sort of qualitative picture of the effect of

•intermediate passage1 may be given by considering an

infinitely large number of equal spin packets, constitut-

ins an infinitely broad line. If, in the case tR»1:L,
a modulating field is swept over this line, the spins

relax to their original position immediately after resonance

and the modulation 'sees' equally intense spin packets at

all points of its cycle and the net output from the P,S.D,

is zero, When'fc . <^T., , the spins take a significant time

to relax and microwave power will only be absorbed in the

forward seeking modulation cycle. This means that the

P.S.D. output will be directly proportional to the number

of spin packets which absorb power in the forward cycle,

i,e. a direct representation of the line, or an 'inte¬

grated* signal. The above picture also shows that under

these conditions,

a) the signal is proportional to the modulation

depth,

b) the signal is proportional to the sweep speed,

c) the sign of the signal depends on the direction

of the field sweep, since the sweep direction
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governs the phase of the signal#

In a fairly detailed quantitative analysis of the

behaviour of an inhomogeneously broadened line under

intermediate passage conditions, Hutchison (98) derives

the following expression for the signal expected from

an S = • system using a derivative recording spectrometer#

2IIA _ -V >.?[
S = I a ( zcos© d 0 + B A (z cos*~0d 0 I A.l

2IIA _ -V /T1 p ~]1 a f gcos©d 0 + BA zcos 9d 0
YH1ro L J0 Jo J

where the magnetic field is both modulated and swept,

H = H + A (cos^ t + t/v ) A,2o m c s

and where the density of spin packets is given by

(5 = a + 0 (H - Hc) A.3

also

A UO
m

r° ml
A. k

and

cos 0= - t/<£ A. 5

Note that a and 0 are chosen such that the 0 term

represents a derivative spectrum and a term an integral

spectrum. Under steady state conditions a is negligible,

but, as explained above the a tern may dominate in a broad
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slowly varying lineshape when (3 is small, Z is the

polarization of the individual spin packets. It may be

observed that, for the a term, the equation demonstrates

the points a), b) and c) deduced from a qualitative picture.

We are especially interested in the case of the C,W.
—-*SI

determination of in an inhomogeneously broadened line

(see section 5.3). The following treatment introduces some

questionable approximations but serves as an illustration,

Hutchison shows that the change of polarization for

a fractional change in 0 is, to a first approximation

= « ZUj V/ro + (1 - Z) sin© £7^ A.6

Assumed Z is very small from one cycle to the next in the

spectrum under consideration ( since 2^ <3C T^ ) ,

Thus Z3Z/A9 i0 and from A.6

z = 3in 9
, - A.7

j „ m 1sin 0 +

ro

tOm T- T. r h2
Let K = = — — A,8

°
r A

o

Assume (3 £> a then

2 11 A2
s

TH.r
1 o

n
sin 0 cos2© d©

sin 0- + K
o

A.9
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i.e. So Kfl
"i sin^cos^Od© . , „

■ "■ " * —" 1 ■""""11 ■- * " iui & q 10
sin© + K

o o

This function was computed on the I.B.M* 1620 for

various values of K , The maximum of a S v. H, ploto X
1

occurs when K Ca •%, i.e. when
• o «

T AH
1 4yh2 A.11

Under steady state conditions, the signal from

Ln ~ system

meter, is (100)

a spin ~ system, using a derivative recording spectro-

}L H1
So A.12

i + r 2h2 Tit2

The maximum of an S v, plot now occurs when

T. ^ ^ ' A, 13
2

r h*

(making the approximation T2 l/YAH )
Note that there is a factor of four difference

between the two results.
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SUMMARY

Chapter I is a general introduction to the thesis. It

is explained that one of the aims is to investigate electron

spin resonance (e.s.r.) methods of studying optically ex¬

cited states. The usual e.s.r. techniques and the tech¬

niques for the optical detection of e.s.r, are briefly

compared. Reasons for choosing to study the excited triplet

states of triphenylene and coronene at low temperatures

are given.

Chapter II relates the overall knowledge of triplet

states to the special problems discussed in the thesis.

Particular attention is paid to the comparison of molecular

orbital theory calculations with the results from e.s.r.

and optical measurements.

Chapter III presents the results of computer calculations

involved in a simulation of the e.s.r. lineshape of a

random orientation of symmetric molecules in their triplet

state. Energy level, transition probability and resonance

field positions are presented, in addition to several

spectra, simulated using various parameters. A direct

comparison of Gaussian and Lorentzian lineshape with ex¬

periment is given. Various correction factors, showing

the difference between the observed peaks and the calculated



stationary resonance field positions are tabulated. The

effect of very low temperatures on the spectrum is computed

for both positive and negative values of the zero field

splitting parameter (D). The Fortran II D computer pro¬

grams used are presented.

In chapter IV, the equipment used to observe e.s.r.

is described. The e.s.r. spectrometer was largely built

by thfi author. It is a reflection cavity superheterodyne

type, operating at X-band and employing automatic frequency

control of both klystrons, A metal helium cryostat, with

a quartz window to allow U.V, irradiation of the sample

in situ, is described.

The results of the e.s.r. experiments are presented

in chapter V. The variation of D, between temperatures

of 300°K and 1«5°K, is compared with theory for triphenylene

and coronene} Only approximate agreement is observed. By

comparison of the observed and simulated triplet spectra,

it is confirmed that D is positive, as predicted by

molecular orbital theory. The observed spectra were

partially integrated due to passage effects at helium

temperatures. The spin-lattice relaxation times (T,) of

the triplet states are estimated, using a C.W. method,

to be as follows t
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triphenylene: T. = 6 rasecs at 1.5°K,
= 2 msecs at *f,2°K

coronene j Tx = 10 msecs at 1.5°K
T, = 3 msecs at 4.2°K

The lifetimes of the triplet states (as measured by e.s.r,)
at helium temperatures, are substantially the same as the

lifetimes at 77°K, Some pulse experiments are described,
in which 'holes' were 'burnt' in the &M=1 spectrum. There

is some evidence that such a method might lead to observ¬

ation of H.F,S., even in a random orientation of molecules.

In chapter VI, the apparatus used to try to observe

optical detection of e.s.r, is described. A cold finger

helium dewar and an Holo cavity were constructed and
aligned such that the sample could be irradiated with U.V,

and the light emitted by the sample could be observed

parallel to the magnetic field. Two techniques to observe

small changes in polarization are described, one being a

rotating polariod system and the other a microwave chopping

system.

In chapter VII, the attempts to observe e.s.r. optically,
in triphenylene, are described. Measurements of lifetime
and vibrational structure by optical methods are reported.

An analysis of the emission expected from triphenylene is
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given, following the theory of Azumi et al. This analysis

shows that the negative result is probably to be expected

in triphenylene. Some conclusions are drawn from the

experimental results and the theoretical analysis. Some

suggestions are made for future attempts to observe the

optical detection of e.s.r. in triplet states.
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